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ABSTRACT 
 
Age-Related Effects on Gait Parameters in Healthy Normal Aging Adults 
by 
Jamie Park 
 
Advisor:  Alan Kluger 
 
It has become clear from the continued tremendous growth of the aging population in 
recent decades, both domestically and globally, that a great need exists in addressing the specific 
clinical issues that may affect this expanding group.  The process of aging brings a set of changes 
that are widespread in nature.  Two of the domains in which age-related effects can be 
prominently seen are cognition and motor function/mobility.  Until more recently, gait was 
viewed as more of a simple and automatic motor process, but increasing evidence suggests the 
involvement of higher cognitive functioning and attention.  Dual task paradigms have been 
greatly utilized by researchers in examining the influence of cortical involvement and cognitive 
function on gait.  The association of age-related gait changes and cognitive decline has been 
reported in numerous studies, and there is much potential value in examining the cognitively 
normal aging population to facilitate the establishment of the normal parameters in these areas 
that are anticipated with advancing age.  In particular, a closer examination of the specific gait 
parameters that are anticipated with normal aging can be helpful in distinguishing pathology 
from normal progression.  Advancements in the early detection of cognitive decline and 
dementia would clearly be of practical and clinical importance.  The aim of the current study was 
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to evaluate the specific changes in the gait patterns of the normal aging population without the 
inclusion of the mildly cognitively impaired or cognitively demented populations.  All 
cognitively normal aging individuals performed a series of cognitive and gait tasks.  Most of the 
key gait measurements were collected through a computerized mat that analyzed the specific gait 
parameters of the subject’s gait during the task.  Specifically investigating the changes in these 
gait patterns over time, the subjects were grouped by their age into age decades during data 
analysis (subjects aged 50-59, 60-69, 70-79, and 80-89).  As anticipated, the results demonstrated 
a general slowing in gait speed as the groups increased in age, which can largely be seen by the 
time one reaches their 70s and 80s in age.  Additionally, specific parameters relating to spatial 
measurements and those contributing to balance were found to be worsened with increasing age.  
Balance instability may potentially be experienced by the 70s age decade, with shorter and more 
frequent steps taken by the 80s age decade.  The general pattern of results indicate that there are 
indeed certain age effects on gait that can be observed and quantitatively measured at various 
periods of age decades during normal age progression.  Once this normal pattern of gait changes 
in age advancement is established, it would allow for the early determination of pathology and 
such motor-based indicators of cognitive decline can contribute immensely toward alleviating 
the possible confounding effects that education and personal experience may have on traditional 
language-based measures.   
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Introduction 
Over the past few decades, it has been largely recognized that there is an unprecedented 
increase in the population size of aging individuals.  Population aging is the process by which the 
proportion of aging individuals increases as a share of the total population (United Nations 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2009).  Numerous reports have noted increasing 
aging populations both nationally and internationally and have not only continued to predict this 
rise over the next four decades (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 
2006; United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2009; U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, Administration on Aging, 2008; U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Administration on Aging, 2009; U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, Administration on Aging, 2010) but  have also projected its acceleration in the most 
current reports (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2015a; United 
Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2015b). 
Global Aging Trends 
The United Nations International Conference on Population and Development, held in 
1994, acknowledged the need for all societies to address the economic and social impact of an 
increasing aging population.  Globally, the number of individuals aged 60 years and older is 
expected to exceed the number of children aged 14 and below for the first time in history in the 
year 2050 (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2015b).  This change in 
age structure already occurred in 1998 in the more developed regions, where population aging is 
farther advanced than in the world’s less developed areas (United Nations Department of 
Economic and Social Affairs, 2009). Nevertheless, this trend is seen in almost all nations of the 
world and is mainly attributed to the pervasive reduction in fertility, coupled with an increase in 
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life expectancy, which has ballooned by about twenty years between 1950 and 2000 (Sidorenko 
& Walker, 2004; United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2009).  Since 
1950, population aging has been steadily rising and is expected to continue outpacing the growth 
of the other age groups through at least another thirty-five to forty years (U.S. Census Bureau, 
2016).  According to the World Population Ageing report submitted by the United Nations 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2009), individuals aged 60 years and older made up 
about 8 percent of the world’s population in 1950, numbering 205 million.  In 2000, this number 
tripled to 600 million and just nine years later in 2009, the proportion went up to about 11 
percent and numbered 737 million.  The latest version submitted by the same body, the World 
Population Ageing 2015 report, continues this population aging trend with the current number of 
people aged 60 years and over at 901 million, which is over 12 percent of the world’s population.  
The projected number of aging individuals (aged 60 years and over) is expected to more than 
double its size in the next 30 years, from 901 million in 2015 to over 1.9 billion in 2045 (United 
Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2015b).  To view this from a different 
perspective, one in eight people around the world was aged 60 years or older in 2015. This ratio 
will shrink to one in six by the year 2030, and to one in five by 2050 (United Nations 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2015a).  These projections estimate this age group 
to reach 22 percent of the world’s population and number over 2.1 billion by the year 2050.   
Moreover, as people have been living longer in contemporary society, the number of 
older aging individuals (aged 80 years and over) is also on the rise.  Currently, nearly one out of 
every seven aging individuals (aged 60 years and over) is aged 80 years and older (United 
Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2015a).  This ratio is projected to increase 
to about one older aging individual (aged 80 years and over) out of every five aging individuals 
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(aged 60 years and over) by the year 2050, more than tripling in number from 125 million people 
in 2015 to 434 million people by 2050 (United Nations Department of Economic and Social 
Affairs, 2015a).   
Additionally, in the more developed regions where population aging is farther advanced, 
these proportions are higher.  Currently, aging individuals (aged 60 years and over) in more 
developed regions account for about 24 percent of the population, which is almost double the 
12.3 percent found worldwide, and a 3 percent increase from just six years ago.  This number is 
projected to increase to nearly 33 percent by the year 2050 (United Nations Department of 
Economic and Social Affairs, 2015b).  The median age of the population in the world’s more 
developed regions is presently approaching 40 years and this is projected to reach an 
unprecedented 46 years by 2050 (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 
2009).  
Domestic Aging Trends 
Specifically, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and its Administration 
on Aging (2015) report the estimated percentage of aging individuals in the United States, 
defined as 65 years old and over, as being 14.5 percent of the total population in 2014.  This 
means that one out of every seven Americans is aged 65 years or older, totaling to about 46.2 
million.  Once reaching 65 years of age, the aging individual can expect to live another 19.3 
years (20.5 years for females and 18 years for males). This aging population is expected to 
continue its significant growth into the near future.  Between 2004 and 2014, the number of 
aging individuals increased from 36.2 million to 46.2 million, a 28 percent rise.  By 2040, it is 
estimated that aging individuals will number 82.3 million, which will be over one in five 
Americans (21.7 percent of the total population) (U.S. Department of Health and Human 
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Services, Administration on Aging, 2015a).  This growth in the aging population is expected to 
increase rapidly between 2010 and 2050, largely due to the baby boomer generation crossing into 
this category in 2011 (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration on 
Aging, 2010; U.S. Census Bureau, 2014).  The number of 40.2 million aging individuals in 2010 
is anticipated to more than double to 88.5 million in 2050 (U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Administration on Aging, 2010; U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, Administration on Aging, 2015b).   
Similar to the trend seen with the international population, the number of older aging 
Americans (defined as those aged 85 years and older) is also on the rise and expected to continue 
(U.S Department of Health and Human Services, Administration on Aging, 2010; U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, Administration on Aging, 2015a).  Americans in this 
age group numbered 4.2 million in 2000, increasing 36 percent to 5.7 million in 2008 to 6.2 
million in 2014, and further projected to more than double to 14.2 million by 2040 (U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, Administration on Aging, 2009; U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, Administration on Aging, 2015c).  By 2050, this group is projected 
to reach 19 million, 4.3 percent of the American population (U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Administration on Aging, 2015c).  The anticipated increase in the older aging 
population is also noteworthy as this age group often requires additional care giving and support 
(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration on Aging, 2010), particularly 
since these projected numbers have not been previously encountered.   
These reports demonstrate the current recognition and highlight the importance of 
acknowledging, addressing, and preparing for the potential effects of this changing age structure 
in the population, both nationally and internationally.  A growing aging population can have 
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profound implications and warrant widespread adjustments in areas such as economic growth, 
housing demands and living arrangements, health care services, and voting patterns and political 
representations (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2009; United 
Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2015a).  Therefore, an opportunity and a 
responsibility exist for psychologists to be equipped with an adequate understanding of the 
specific issues and needs pertaining to this population.  The demand for such professionals and 
their services is expected to expand in the coming decades (APA, 2004).  It seems to follow 
logically that a better understanding of the process of aging and the accompanying issues would 
be a beneficial scientific endeavor.  As a foundation, it is important to first establish a better 
working knowledge of what is typical to the aging process.  Following that, researchers and other 
professionals will be better able to recognize and identify pathology from the anticipated 
processes of normal aging, whose contribution should be helpful in addressing the needs of this 
rapidly growing population.   
Aging 
The process of aging during the lifetime indicates a set of changes that can be widespread 
in nature.  Some changes may be deemed positive or additive, such as the accumulation of 
experiences and memories or the development of a stronger identity of oneself.  Others may be 
perceived as less desirable or detracting.  Such a change can include deteriorating health and the 
development of chronic health conditions or mobility limitations that often accompany 
advancing age.  Even while accounting for individual differences in the rate of change, which 
depend on each individual’s biological function, there are some changes that can be expected 
simply due to the natural passage of time.  Alterations in one’s physical appearance, hormonal 
changes, immunological weakening, and declines in sensory and motor acuity all accompany 
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advancing age (APA, 2004).  One or more chronic health conditions afflict more than 80 percent 
of aging individuals and most suffer from multiple health-related conditions (APA, 2004; 
National Academy on an Aging Society, 2007).  Examples of some of the common chronic 
health complaints amongst the aging group include arthritis, hearing difficulties, vision 
impairments (such as cataracts), hypertension, and cardiovascular diseases (National Academy 
on an Aging Society, 1999; Whitbourne, 1998).  Age-related respiratory changes and 
immunological weakening can also be seen, which may even play a part in leading to heightened 
susceptibility to the development of infections, cancer, autoimmune disorders such as adult-onset 
diabetes, and common viruses such as the influenza (Ershler, 1993; Miller, 1993).  Most recently 
in the past couple of decades, chronic diseases and degenerative illnesses have replaced 
infectious diseases and acute illnesses as the leading causes of death in aging Americans 
(National Academy on an Aging Society, 2007).   
In a report published by the U.S. Census Bureau (2014), data collected in 2008-2012 
showed that 38.7 percent (numbering 15.7 million) of Americans aged 65 years and older were 
reported to have at least one type of disability, and a staggering 72.5 percent of the older aging 
population (aged 85 years and over) reported experiencing at least one type of disability.  
Disabilities were described and measured in terms of sensory limitations (such as difficulty in 
vision, audition, and speech), motor limitations (involving the upper and lower body movements 
such as ambulation/gait and grasping/lifting items), difficulty performing activities of daily 
living (such as requiring assistance with personal hygiene/grooming, managing meals, 
performing light housework, and using the telephone), and difficulty with cognitive, mental, and 
emotional functioning.  When the aging population was further broken down into smaller age 
groups (65 years and over, 65-74 years, 75-84 years, and 85 years and over), the pattern that 
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emerged revealed an increasing proportion of those with one, two, and three or more types of 
disabilities (U.S. Census Bureau, 2014).   
 According to sources cited by the Administration on Aging (U.S. Census Bureau and the 
Centers for Disease Control, as cited in U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2009), 
there is a strong relationship between disability and reported health statuses.  Sixty-four percent 
of aging Americans (aged 65 years and over) who reported having a severe disability also 
reported their current health status as fair or poor.  Comparatively, only 10 percent of aging 
Americans in the same age group who did not report having a disability described their current 
health status as fair or poor.  Moreover, specific disability types such as hypertension, 
hypotension, cerebrovascular disease, and diabetes have been associated and identified as risk 
factors for dementia in aging individuals (Smith, 2016). 
 The normal aging process is characterized by functional changes in multiple domains 
including sensory, neurological, and musculoskeletal (Mbourou et al., 2003).  This process 
involves the aging of the central nervous system, which can directly affect a wide range of bodily 
functions including memory, perception, sensorimotor, fine/gross motor coordination, gait and 
balance.  Atrophy of the brain related to the aging process is likely to result in some of these 
changes in physiological function.  The biological effects of aging individuals may not only 
affect their general overall health but also their mood, cognition, and physical mobility 
(VandenBos, 1998).  In addition to the problem or decline in one’s health that often accompany 
the non-pathological aging process, two prominent areas in which changes are observed are in 
the cognitive and motor/mobility domains. 
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 Cognitive changes.  One of the most prominently noted changes when thinking of the 
aging process is that of cognitive decline.  Whether it is through anecdotal observations or 
scientific examinations, age-related effects on cognition have long been documented.  It is 
common to notice that an aging relative, friend, or neighbor is getting to be progressively more 
forgetful.  However minor and inconvenient these incidents may appear to be, it can be a most 
frustrating and even debilitating adjustment for the individual experiencing them.  The range of 
intensity for these cognitive effects can vary widely, from minor forgetfulness of a trivial errand 
to more crippling forms of dementia where one’s own family may become unrecognizable.   
Advancing age is associated with increasing risk of cognitive impairment.  The most 
common type of dementia, Alzheimer’s disease (AD), accounts for about 60 to 80 percent of 
dementia cases. As the aging population continues to increase, we can also expect an increase in 
the number of AD cases and other dementias (Alzheimer’s Association, 2019).  An estimated 97 
percent of cases of this disease develop after age 65 (Alzheimer’s Association, 2019).  It is 
estimated that AD affects 5.8 million people in the United States (Alzheimer’s Association, 
2019).  Of this figure, 5.6 million of the Americans with AD are estimated to be aged 65 years 
and older, accounting for about 10 percent of this aging population (Alzheimer’s Association, 
2019).  Indeed, age is a risk factor for the development of late-onset AD (the disease developing 
after age 65). An estimated 3 percent of people aged 65 to 74, 17 percent of people aged 75 to 
84, and 32 percent of people aged 85 years and older have AD (Alzheimer’s Association, 2019).  
Additionally, a large majority (an estimated 81 percent) of people who have AD are aged 75 
years and older (Alzheimer’s Association, 2019).  Recently, the National Institute on Aging and 
the Alzheimer’s Association proposed a revision in the criteria and guidelines for diagnosing 
Alzheimer’s disease to include its onset even before symptoms such as memory loss develop, for 
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research purposes (Sperling et al., 2011).  If AD could accurately be detected before symptoms 
become manifest, the current reported prevalence rates may actually reflect an 
underrepresentation (Alzheimer’s Association, 2019).  Increasing our knowledge would allow 
researchers and practitioners to formulate more effective approaches to addressing this growing 
need.  The current methods in diagnosing AD rely largely on language-based measures, which 
include conducting tests of memory, problem solving, attention, counting, and language.  Since 
these tests are introduced to the patient through verbal or written language, the resulting 
perfomance may be greatly affected by the patient’s personal language capabilities or limitations. 
A person’s language ability and development may be affected by such an environmental factor as 
education level, which may produce confounding effects in the cognitive diagnostic measures.  
Alternatively, some gross motor tasks might be less affected by such outside factors and better 
able to provide more consistent and relevant results compared to verbally-based cognitive tests.  
Moreover, allowing for better anticipation of the development or progression to dementias in 
healthy aging individuals would not only serve theoretical purposes but also improve current 
efforts at early diagnosis and treatment (Petersen et al., 1999; Smith, 2016).   
Age-related cognitive decline has long been demonstrated in the laboratory setting in 
such domains as abstract reasoning, novel problem solving, and certain types of memory 
(Salthouse, 1998).  Variations do occur as to the magnitude of these deficits, depending on the 
sample and the measure.  However, there is oftentimes a measure of one standard deviation that 
is shifted down across a time period of 40 years, such as that between 25 and 65 years of age 
(Salthouse, 1998).  Additionally, individual variability does exist at all age groups, but this does 
not negate the existence of these effects.  A considerable trend in age-related cognitive 
impairment effects has been reported and interindividual variability highlights the importance of 
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clarifying the contributions of relevant factors in the aging process.  Studies have established that 
the cognitive tests that demonstrate the greatest difference between normal cognitive aging and 
dementia are the ones that assess for recent verbal or visual memory and in particular, delayed 
recall (Estevez-Gonzalez et al., 2003; Kluger et al., 1999; Knopman & Ryberg, 1989; Standish et 
al., 2007; Welsh et al., 1991).  Additionally, strong differences were evident in studies testing for 
language, orientation (subject’s awareness of time, such as the current date/time, and place, such 
as the location where the subject is presently), and psychomotor function (Fillenbaum et al., 
1994; Kluger et al., 1997).  Such studies highlight the potential effectiveness in utilizing these 
and similar measures in predicting future cognitive decline in healthy or mildly cognitively 
impaired aging individuals.  In more recent years, it has become more evident that some aging 
individuals demonstrate cognitive functioning at levels that are in between the performance 
results of normal and mildly demented cases (Petersen et al., 1999; Reisberg et al., 1988; 
Reisberg et al., 2008).  This condition, known as mild cognitive impairment (MCI), has been 
typically categorized as non-demented.  However, these preclinical cases are at heightened risk 
for future cognitive decline when compared to cognitively normal aging individuals (Golomb et 
al., 2004; Petersen et al., 1999; Sperling et al., 2011) and are of increasing research interest.   
 Motor/mobility changes.  Another prominent change that accompanies the aging 
process is declining muscle strength.  Considering the prevalence and extent of age-related health 
problems described in previous sections, this is a logical extension.  Just as the natural passage of 
time results in physiological changes in the human body that can lead to chronic health 
conditions, these changes can also affect an individual’s mobility.  A general decline in muscle 
strength of about 10 to 20 percent is typically seen in adults between the ages of 40 and 70 
(Skelton et al., 1994).  As is the case with most physiological changes, there are individual 
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differences in the extent to which physical changes can affect one’s functioning.  The specific 
effect of age on declining muscle strength depends, in part, on an individual’s genetic make-up, 
his/her history of activity level, the particular muscle group being evaluated, the type of muscle 
strength being tested (whether the muscle is static or dynamic), and the gender of the individual 
(McCalden et al., 1993; Whitbourne, 1998).   
The decline in muscle strength combined with age-related decreases of bone strength may 
result in potential difficulties in mobility in the aging population.  Loss of bone strength 
increases with age, ranging from approximately 5 to 12 percent for every ten years from the age 
of one’s 20s through the 90s (McCalden et al., 1993).  The majority of this loss is due to the 
changing porosity in the composition of the bone structure, which can influence the mechanical 
behavior of the bone (McCalden et al., 1993).  This can potentially lead to easily fractured bones 
and the combination of declining muscle strength, bone strength, and age-related gait and 
balance changes can contribute to a heightened risk for accidental falls in the aging population, 
which can be extremely dangerous.   
There is a high risk of accidental falls that occurs in the aging population (Kovacs, 2005; 
Visser, 1983; Prince et al., 2014), and oftentimes they are a significant cause of morbidity for 
this group (Kovacs, 2005).  The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2009) reported that 
accidents (unintended injuries) accounted for the deaths of 460.7 per 100,000 Americans aged 55 
and older in 2006.  A multitude of risk factors may contribute to the heightened rate of accidental 
falls in aging individuals, such as decreasing strength, balance, sensory acuity (for instance, 
visual), proprioceptive functioning, and non-optimal adaptability to changing internal and 
external conditions (Mulder et al., 2002).  Primarily, a shift in the center of body mass can create 
an unstable situation, and the aging individual’s ability to detect and make adjustments in 
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response to the shift can determine the susceptibility for accidental falls (Kovacs, 2005).  For 
one, sensory impairments can make it difficult to detect the shift in the center of body mass in 
the first place, and any delays in reacting and adjusting to this perturbation can lead to a fall.  For 
another, an inappropriate motor response or an inability to perform the correct response due to 
motor impairments (such as due to declines in muscle strength) can lead to a physically unstable 
situation.  These factors can make it especially difficult to recover safely when the aging 
individual’s balance is externally perturbed, such as when bumping against an object.  Naturally, 
this also means that gait can be greatly impacted for aging individuals.  In fact, the most 
frequently reported type of disability by Americans aged 65 and older was ambulatory in nature, 
namely walking or climbing stairs (U.S. Census Bureau, 2014).   
There have been numerous studies exploring and reporting the effects of aging on 
anatomy and behavior. However, the focus has mainly been on establishing the subject 
population by their age group when looking for these age effects and less emphasis on securing a 
sample group of uniform cognitive abilities.  With increasing reports of the correlation between 
cognition and mobility, as well as the acknowledgement of the emergence of the preclinical 
(MCI or early AD) group and their heightened risk of greater cognitive decline when compared 
to the cognitively normal aging group (Golomb et al., 2004; Petersen et al., 1999; Sperling et al., 
2011), it would be highly beneficial to explore aging effects on the normal aging population, 
specifically focused on parsing out the potentially confounding effects of including subjects who 
may have MCI or early AD.   
Gait 
Gait, or walking, simply refers to an individual’s ability to maneuver through the physical 
environment, maintaining an upright posture and relocating from one spot to another.  Until more 
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recently, gait has been considered to be more of a simple automatic motor process, not requiring 
complex cognitive functioning and attention.  However, as more studies illustrate, gait does not 
occur in a mutually exclusive manner with higher levels of cognition (Hausdorff et al., 2005; 
Morris et al., 2016).  In fact, it requires the integration of attention, memory, planning, motor, 
perceptual, and cognitive processes (Mulder et al., 2002).  Gait resembles a complex task 
involving a higher level of cognitive functioning, like that of catching a moving object, than it 
does a simple rhythmic and over-learned activity such as tapping a finger (Hausdorff et al., 2005; 
Mulder et al., 2002).   
 Normal gait cycle.  Humans navigate the environment using bipedal locomotion, and 
this requires a series of maintaining or recovering the center of gravity as the individual 
transitions between two phases—the stance phase (when both feet are in contact with the ground) 
and the swing phase (when one foot maintains contact with the ground while the other foot is in 
midair, repositioning to take a step forward).  A complete step cycle moves from the stance 
phase to the swing phase and back to the stance phase.  Gait requires basic subtasks during 
movement including generation of continuous movement, maintenance of equilibrium during 
movement, adaptability to address environmental changes/obstacles, and initiation and 
termination of locomotor movements (Woollacott & Tang, 1997).  Gait is not a simple passive 
activity but one that requires an active and dynamic recovery process (Mulder et al., 2002).   The 
weight transfers that occur between the stance and swing phases essentially turn walking into a 
series of mini falls, alternating between moments of stability with perturbation and instability 
(Kovacs, 2005).  The goal during this process is to recover the center of gravity within the base 
of support in order to avoid a total loss of balance and resulting in a fall (Kovacs, 2005).   
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The destabilization starts with the initiation of the gait cycle.  With the taking of the first 
step, an individual’s balance is disturbed, followed by an appropriate motor response that serves 
to re-stabilize the center of gravity in completing the step.  During the swing phase, when there is 
a single support period (there is only one foot in contact with the ground, which is typically 
about 80 percent of the stride time), the body’s center of gravity is transported medially along the 
foot in a forward direction (Sutherland et al., 1995, as cited in Woollacott & Tang, 1997; Winter, 
1991, as cited in Kovacs, 2005).  The swing phase is particularly vulnerable to accidental falls 
since it provides the most instability.  While the swing foot moves in midair, it has a clearance 
distance from the ground of about 1 cm and produces a forward velocity of about 4-5 m/s 
(Winter, 1991, as cited in Kovacs, 2005).  With this difference in velocities between the two feet 
(the forward moving swing foot and the stationary stance foot), an external force that blocks or 
interrupts the trajectory makes it quite difficult to recover the course.  If an object strikes the 
individual, a quick reaction is necessary in order to reposition the swing leg and avoid a fall.  A 
successful recovery requires acute proprioception, sharp balance, and sufficient neuromuscular 
strength and control.  In fact, the upper body segment centers two-thirds of the body’s total mass 
and is in constant realignment with regard to the lower extremities in trying to maintain dynamic 
balance for a safe and successful gait (Kovacs, 2005; McGibbon & Krebs, 2001).  The 
production of a movement pattern involves a hierarchical multilevel system with a flexibility that 
is related to the global goal of the movement (Mulder et al., 2002).  With a more complex set of 
systems involved in the completion of a successful gait cycle than was previously thought, and 
considering the deterioration and compromising effects that age can naturally exert on some of 
these systems, it becomes more reasonable to make sense of the growing body of evidence that 
indicates an age-related correlative decline in both motor and cognitive functioning.   
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 Gait in aging.  One notable effect of aging that is oftentimes observed in both clinical 
and nonclinical settings is a general systemic slowing.  In particular, it appears gait is no 
exception.  One of the most prominent changes in gait patterns that seem to accompany age is a 
general slowing in the pace of the gait.  This has long been evident in anecdotal and informal 
observations.  When growing up, we learn that our grandparents would be physically fatigued 
somewhat more easily and their movements would slow down when compared to our parents or 
younger aunts and uncles.  It is universally anticipated that our own bodies will experience some 
slowing with age as well.  One may not be able to walk or run as fast, or travel as far on foot, 
compared to times in previous years and decades.   
This effect has been documented in formal research environments as well.  Slower 
movements, postural rigidity, shorter step lengths, longer duration of the double support (stance 
phase) period, and adopting more conservative obstacle-avoidance strategies have been reported 
(Auvinet et al., 2003; Haworth, 2008; Maki, 1997; Mbourou et al., 2003; McGibbon & Krebs, 
2001; Verghese et al., 2006; Woollacott & Tang, 1997).  In comparing aging individuals, those 
classified as fallers performed at lower scores in the following gait parameters:  gait speed, stride 
length, stride frequency, and stride symmetry (Auvinet et al., 2003).  Additionally, the gait may 
change from a pelvis leading style (in which the pelvis leads the trunk during the gait cycle) to a 
trunk leading style (the trunk leads the pelvis) with age (McGibbon & Krebs, 2001).  This may 
be especially dangerous as the upper body holds about two-thirds of the total body weight, 
making it difficult to recover from instability such as through a trip or a slip.  Leading with the 
massive upper body may not allow enough time to make a stabilizing response, while a gait style 
that allows adequate lag time (such as with a pelvis leading style) of the larger upper body may 
allow more time for the central nervous system to process sensory information and send out 
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appropriate corrective motor commands to stabilize the upper body when the lower extremities 
are disturbed (McGibbon & Krebs, 2001).  Taking shorter stride lengths and slowing the pace of 
their gait may be compromising adjustments to a decreased ability to control an upright posture 
of the upper body during locomotion (Kovacs, 2005).  This decreases the amount of time spent in 
the unstable positions (mid-stride, during the single support period of the swing phase), but at the 
expense of a normally efficient gait (Kovacs, 2005).   
Clinical gait and balance tests have demonstrated age-related slowing effects (Haworth, 
2008; Martin et al., 2013; Vereeck et al., 2008).  Maintenance of balance is a complex motor 
skill whose central nervous system processing utilizes information gathered through multiple 
systems.  Visual, vestibular, and somatosensory systems work in concert to allow for appropriate 
musculoskeletal responding in maintaining upright posture (Morris et al., 2016; Vereeck et al., 
2008).  The classic Romberg test is often used by clinicians to test for a patient’s ability to 
maintain an upright posture while on a stable base of support.  Researchers have utilized slight 
variations of this test in order to further identify relative contributions of the systems involved in 
this complex motor task (Vereeck et al., 2008).   
Vereeck and colleagues (2008) demonstrated the integration of multiple central systems 
that are involved in gait and balance control and the potential age-related effects.  In this study, 
balance of aging individuals (aged from 20 to 83 years) was evaluated by asking the subjects to 
stand for 30-second time limits under various conditions.  When asked to stand on a slightly 
altered stable support surface (standing on a foam pad), all subjects were able to perform this 
task in the eyes open condition, but differences emerged within the group during the eyes closed 
condition.  Balance performance started to deteriorate in the age 60 years range, and more than 
half of the subjects (54%) aged in their 70s did not reach the 30-second time limit in the eyes 
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closed condition.  All subjects were able to perform the tandem Romberg test (standing with 
their feet heel-to-toe) with their eyes open.  In the eyes closed condition, balance performance 
again showed deterioration, this time starting in the 50 years age range.  Similar results were 
found for standing in a unipedal position.  Subjects in most of the age groups were able to 
perform this task in the eyes open condition.  A decline in balance performance did not start to 
manifest until the 60 years age range.  In contrast, balance performance again displayed 
deterioration in the younger 40 years age range under the eyes closed unipedal condition.  Age 
was also found to be a significant factor in gait measurements.  Walking tests included the timed 
up and go test, in which subjects started from a seated position in a standard armchair.  Once the 
timing started, subjects got up, walked a short distance (3 m), turned around, walked back, and 
sat back down.  There was an age-related slowing of the time it took to complete this task, 
increasing with each age decade.  A tandem gait test was also performed in which subjects 
walked heel-to-toe in a straight line for twenty steps.  Difficulties with this task emerged, starting 
with the 60s age group, with 13 out of the 60 sexagenarians and 28 out of the 59 septuagenarians 
unable to reach the 20 steps.  Overall, these study results are in keeping with the current trend of 
general findings in aging and gait research.   
Gait & Cognition 
It may be a commonly held belief that an active lifestyle can be beneficial in preserving 
and maintaining mental and physical health during the aging process.  Studies have demonstrated 
that a balanced and active lifestyle (with social network, leisure activities, and physical exercise) 
are associated with prolonged life, an improvement in general physical health, as well as a 
decrease in the incidence of certain diseases such as cardiovascular disease (Fratiglioni et al., 
2004; Smith, 2016).  Whereas it may not be as commonly believed, there is also a growing 
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wealth of evidence for the association between cognitive function and physical domains, 
specifically, in the recent literature.  The level of physical activity in aging individuals has been 
reported in connection with cognitive functioning, including dementia levels.  Aerobic physical 
activity declines with the normal aging process, and higher levels of aerobic fitness have been 
associated with lower levels of age-related decline (van Gelder et al., 2004) in tissue density in 
certain areas of the brain, such as in the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes (Kochunov et al., 
2008).  Changes in these areas have been reported to be indicative of a risk factor for dementia 
(Morris et al., 2016; Verghese et al., 2002b).  Frontal lobe dysfunction has been reported in 
relation to gait disorders in dementia (Allali et al., 2007; Morris et al., 2016).  Moreover, declines 
seen in gait patterns of aging individuals have been found to be associated with declines in 
cognitive functioning (Allali et al., 2007; Marquis et al., 2002; Morris et al., 2016; Rosano et al., 
2005; Sheridan et al., 2003; Verghese et al., 2007), and may even be early indicators of dementia 
(Fratiglioni et al., 2004).  Reduced time spent walking has been associated with an increased risk 
for future dementia as well (Haworth, 2008).  In fact, this association between motoric and 
cognitive functioning can also be seen in reports of heightened physical activity that are 
associated with greater preservation of cognitive functioning (Cotman et al., 2002; van Gelder et 
al., 2004).  
With the growing evidence of the relationship between gait and cognition, further 
research would provide valuable illumination in this association.  Normal gait in healthy aging 
individuals is an important factor to evaluate, as it has been widely reported to be a reliable 
indicator and predictor for future functional and cognitive decline (Haworth, 2008; Morris et al., 
2016).  Disturbances in the gait patterns of aging individuals may provide a significant predictive 
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value for early identification and treatment, and perhaps even prevention, of subsequent 
cognitive decline and dementias.   
 Neural basis.  Investigations into the neural substrates underlying the manifest clinical 
associations between gait and cognitive function in aging have identified several key areas.  The 
prefrontal cortex is an area that has been known to play a crucial role in executive functions such 
as working memory and attention (Erickson & Barnes, 2003), and studies evaluating the 
relationship between gait and cognition indicate the use of executive functions in these tasks to 
modulate gait during locomotion (Allali et al., 2010; Holtzer et al., 2006; Malouin et al., 2003; 
Morris et al., 2016).  Various reports also indicate the temporal lobe’s involvement in cognitive 
and gait functioning and in particular, the hippocampal region (Erickson & Barnes, 2003; 
Holtzer et al., 2006; Malouin et al., 2003; Marquis et al., 2002; Morris et al., 2016; Scherder et 
al., 2007).  Multiple approaches have been used in the literature, such as comparing the types of 
memory that are altered during normal aging (in healthy, intact individuals) with those of 
patients who have suffered surgical or accidental lesions in certain brain areas, and assessing 
memory and brain function across animal species and comparing their commonalities (Erickson 
& Barnes, 2003).  Through such methods, the medial temporal lobe has been identified as a key 
neural region that is involved in age-related memory deficits, particularly when delay intervals 
are imposed.  The heavy innervation of neocortical inputs to the hippocampus from association 
areas and the back-projection through the entorhinal cortex to the areas that originally provided 
the input to the hippocampus implicates the involvement of the parietal and frontal lobes.  The 
hippocampus has a functional association with the prefrontal cortex and the nigrostriatal system 
(Erickson & Barnes, 2003; Pugh & Lipsitz, 2002; Scherder et al., 2007).  One main cortico-
hippocampal stream that projects to the entorhinal cortex is from the perirhinal cortex, which 
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receives input from sensory modalities and anterior association systems, including the prefrontal 
areas involved in executive function (Erickson & Barnes, 2003).  Neural circuits between the 
frontal lobe and substantia nigra indicate its involvement in executive functions and gait.  
Lesions or deterioration at any point may affect the functioning of the entire circuit.  For 
instance, pathology in the basal ganglia may be behaviorally manifest in movement disorders, 
psychomotor slowing, and executive dysfunction (Pugh & Lipsitz, 2002).  Additionally, 
periventricular white matter (which functionally connects distal neural regions) have also been 
implicated as a key area related to gait, cognition, and aging (Scherder et al., 2007).  
Periventricular white matter plays a critical role in fronto-hippocampal and frontal-striatal neural 
circuits (Pugh & Lipsitz, 2002) and MRI studies have indicated periventricular white matter 
lesions are associated with a decline in gait, balance, and cognition (Wakefield et al., 2010; 
Whitman et al., 2001).   
 Dual task paradigm.  Researchers have utilized dual task paradigms in order to evaluate 
the influence of cortical involvement and cognitive function on gait (Woollacott & Shumway-
Cook, 2002).  The basic concept behind using the dual task methodology is that performing a 
difficult or complex (non-automated) task interferes with other tasks that are performed 
simultaneously (Montero-Odasso, 2012; Mulder et al., 2002).  The ability to perform two 
simultaneous tasks reflects the capacity to appropriately allocate attention between those tasks 
(Allali et al., 2010; Malcolm et al., 2015).  If two tasks are performed to the same ability 
simultaneously as they are when performed separately, it goes to reason that at least one of the 
tasks may be automatic (Mulder et al., 2002).  However, if performance on one of the tasks (such 
as walking) is worse when combined with a second task (such as talking), it suggests that both 
tasks are non-automatic (Mulder et al., 2002).  This ability is related to executive function and 
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the attention demands of the primary task in question (such as walking) can be possibly assessed 
by measuring the degree of interference on that task from the implementation of a 
simultaneously applied attention-demanding task (Allali et al., 2007; Malcolm et al., 2015; 
Mulder et al., 2002; Woollacott & Shumway-Cook, 2002).  In this context, this dual task 
interference effect is described as a modification in the performance of one or both tasks, 
compared to the performance exhibited for either task alone.  
Dual task studies can be used to investigate gait in relation to specific cognitive processes 
in aging individuals.  Normal age-related effects were demonstrated in a dual task study 
conducted by Beauchet and colleagues (2003), in which the performances of healthy young 
adults (mean age +/- SD = 22.5 +/- 2.4 years) were compared to those of healthy aging adults 
(mean age +/- SD = 83.4 +/- 7.7 years).  All participants were asked to walk a distance of 15 
meters while an ambulatory device and sensors were attached to both lower extremities.  This 
performance was later repeated with the addition of a simultaneous secondary task—verbally 
counting aloud backwards from 50.  For the young adults group, no significant change in gait 
variability was found in the dual task condition.  However, in the aging adults group, stride-to-
stride variability (of both stride length and stride velocity) were found to be significantly 
increased under this dual task condition.  Due to the dual task interference effect that was 
exhibited for the aging adults, the authors interpreted these findings to be consistent with 
evidence that gait involves higher cortical functioning and a heightened level of attention.  
Moreover, this increased attention level may be particularly relevant in the aging population 
(Beauchet et al., 2003; Fraser et al., 2007).   
In another dual task study, Verghese and colleagues (2002a) also investigated gait 
performance during a simultaneous cognitive task in the healthy aging population, and evaluated 
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its predictive value in identifying future risk of falls.  In this study, cognitively normal aging 
individuals (aged 65 to 98 years) were asked to walk a distance of 20 feet at their normal walking 
pace, turn around, and return to the starting position (a total distance of 40 feet).  When the 
participants were asked to repeat this test, the secondary task was to recite aloud the English 
alphabet either in sequential order (a, b, c, etc., the simple condition) or in alternating order (a, c, 
e, etc., the complex condition).  Some of the aging individuals’ results differed for the fallers (the 
subjects who had reported having a fall in the year preceding enrollment) and nonfallers (those 
who reported not having experienced a fall in the year preceding enrollment).  It took a 
significantly longer time for the fallers to complete the gait test compared to the nonfallers, as 
well as significantly longer times to complete both dual task conditions (simple and complex).  
Poor performance on the simple and complex conditions of the secondary task was found to be 
highly predictive of future falls (measured at a 12-month follow up).  The use of dual task 
paradigms can also have reliable and predictive value in identifying aging individuals with a high 
risk for falls, which is a dangerous reality in the aging population as was previously noted.   
A more recent study utilized the dual task paradigm to further examine the relationship 
between gait and global (verbal IQ) and specific (Speed/Executive Attention and Memory) 
cognitive functions.  Holtzer and colleagues (2006) measured the gait velocity in a single 
condition and in a dual task condition for cognitively normal aging individuals (mean age +/- SD 
= 78 +/- 4.50 years).  Quantitative gait assessment was measured utilizing a 12-ft computerized 
walkway system (GAITRite, CIR systems, Havertown, PA).  The gait parameters evaluated were 
gait velocity (the most frequently used metric in gait research), step length (the distance between 
two feet when taking a step forward), and stride length (the distance between two successive 
placements of the same foot).  A set of neuropsychological tests were used to evaluate both 
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global and specific cognitive functioning and these measures were later loaded into Verbal IQ, 
Speed/Executive Attention, and Memory factors through factor analysis.  The dual task condition 
involved reciting the English alphabet in an alternating order starting with either A or B (a, c, e, 
etc. or b, d, f, etc.).  Previous research had largely focused on the role of attention in mediating 
gait and postural control.  The study by Holtzer and colleagues (2006) demonstrated that both 
general (Verbal IQ) and specific (Speed/Executive Attention and Memory) cognitive factors 
were correlated with gait velocity in aging under the single task condition.  The results supported 
the importance of speed and executive functions in gait, but showed that they may not be 
exclusive predictors of gait.  Memory and Verbal IQ were also found to be reliable predictors of 
velocity, suggesting the complexity of the cognitive correlates involved in gait control and 
velocity.  When the cognitive demands increased during the gait task (under the dual task 
condition), the Speed/Executive Attention and Memory factors, but not the Verbal IQ, remained 
significant predictors of gait velocity.  The authors likened the dual task condition to walking in 
a busy public environment, in exerting additional cognitive resources to continually negotiate 
distracting visual and verbal stimuli.  Gait velocity may not only be dependent on the functioning 
of the prefrontal cortex (a structure which plays a crucial role in executive functioning), but the 
significance of the Memory factor supports the involvement of the medial temporal lobe’s 
functioning as well.   
Interference has been demonstrated in studies that implement cognitive tasks such as 
counting backwards out loud while walking in healthy aging individuals (Camicioli et al., 1997; 
Beauchet et al., 2003) to investigate the cognitive correlates involved in gait control in the 
normal aging process.  This dual task interference effect can further be seen in studies involving 
more cognitively impaired and demented aging individuals, and particularly evidenced when 
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compared with healthy aging controls (Allali et al., 2007; Sheridan et al., 2003; Woollacott & 
Shumway-Cook, 2002).   
Gait & Dementia 
The considerable evidence demonstrating the association between gait, cognition, and 
normal aging can be further amplified through studies involving the use of not only healthy 
aging individuals but the patient population as well.  Data from cognitively impaired aging 
individuals can serve to augment the pool of results found in the healthy population.  
Increasingly, researchers have been investigating gait patterns in neurodegenerative disorders 
(Allali et al., 2010; Scherder et al., 2007).  Gait is a non-invasive measurement with quantifiable 
features that is known to be largely affected, as is cognition, by the aging process.  Converging 
evidence from such studies suggest a strong relationship between gait and cognition in the aging 
process (Allali et al., 2010; Scherder et al., 2007).  Furthermore, beneficial distinctive and 
differential properties may become illuminated through comparisons from these various subject 
groups.  For instance, clarifying (or even identifying) the relationship between gait, cognition, 
and aging in the normal aging population versus the mildly cognitively impaired aging 
population may provide useful predictive value in future diagnosis and treatment since this 
would likely allow for earlier intervention by clinicians.   
 Clinical studies.  The use of healthy, cognitively normal aging individuals in 
investigative studies has established evidentiary support for the involvement of higher cortical 
control in gait functioning.  These studies have also provided a strong link between gait and 
cognitive processing found in normal aging.  However, the inclusion of clinical populations in 
such examinations have contributed yet another dimension to our understanding of these 
processes in the context of aging.  Many researchers have found that postural control for aging 
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individuals requires much attentional demands compared to younger individuals (Mulder et al., 
2002; Rosano et al., 2005; Woollacott & Shumway-Cook, 2002).  Additional reports utilizing 
clinical populations have demonstrated that subjects with dementias such as Alzheimer’s disease 
have an increased dual task interference effect on their gait (Allali et al., 2010; Camicioli et al., 
1997; Ijmker & Lamoth, 2012; Sheridan et al., 2003) when compared with cognitively normal 
age-matched controls (Woollacott & Shumway-Cook, 2002).   
In a study conducted by Allali and colleagues (2007), dual task interference effects were 
differentially produced for two types of cognitive functions for the cognitively impaired aging 
subjects.  The simultaneous secondary cognitive task in this study consisted of two mental 
arithmetic tasks that have a similar articulo-motor component but with differing levels of 
difficulty.  The simple condition of the secondary task required the subjects to count forwards in 
sequential numerical order while walking on a 10-ft computerized walkway system (GAITRite 
system).  In the complex dual task condition, subjects were asked to count backwards while 
walking on the same computerized mat.  Variability in stride time was the primary outcome 
measure and it was found to be significantly greater in the dual task conditions than in the single 
task (walking only) condition.  Moreover, there was a significantly greater interference effect 
under the complex dual task condition compared to the simple dual task condition.  These 
differential outcomes in gait performance under varying cognitive difficulty conditions enhance 
our knowledge of the relationship between gait and cognitive processing.  Attentional load 
depends on the difficulty level of the interfering cognitive task.  The authors reason that forward 
counting is an easier mental arithmetic task than backward counting.  Therefore, the attentional 
demands of the more complex backward counting task would consume a greater amount of the 
available central resource, resulting in a greater dual task interference effect compared to the 
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simpler forward counting task.  In a 2005 study by Hausdorff and colleagues, an association 
between a low variability of stride time and efficient executive functions was reported.  The large 
variability of the stride time in this study by Allali and colleagues (2007) is highly supportive of 
a close involvement of the executive functions.   
Relatively fewer studies have focused their attention on the clinical population with mild 
cognitive impairment (MCI) to date, though the interest appears to be increasing.  Mild cognitive 
impairment is generally considered a transitional state between normal aging and dementia 
(Scheder et al., 2007; Smith, 2016).  Subjects with MCI have demonstrated a poorer performance 
in the area of memory while other cognitive functions were comparable with that of cognitively 
intact controls (Petersen et al, 1999).  Decreased performance of psychomotor tasks is also 
common in the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease.  Lower levels of static balance and 
coordination in the lower extremities may partly account for this decreased performance 
(Franssen et al., 1999).  Subjects with MCI have been found to present subtle deficits in 
equilibrium and limb coordination compared to healthy controls (Franssen et al., 1999).  
Additional subtle changes in psychomotor performance have been reported as a reflection in 
unsteadiness of the head in MCI subjects whereas cognitively intact healthy controls did not 
exhibit these changes (Kluger et al., 1997).  MCI patients typically demonstrate functional 
decline at a rate greater than that of healthy controls but less rapidly than patients with mild 
Alzheimer’s disease (Petersen et al., 1999).  As such, inclusion of this clinical subject population 
in investigative research should provide valuable insight into the properties that distinguish 
normal cognitive aging from the development of pathology.   
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Methodology 
The association of age-related gait changes and cognitive decline has been reported in 
numerous studies, and in order to distinguish pathology from normal processing, a solid 
foundation of the anticipated normal progression of the functional systems in question needs to 
first be established.  In the current paper, the goal is to closely examine the specific changes in 
the gait patterns of the normal aging population.  Fewer studies have investigated aging effects 
on gait and cognition without the inclusion of MCI or demented populations.  Determining early 
indicators of cognitive decline and dementia can serve a great need in an ever aging society, and 
if those measures were quantifiable and motor-based rather than language-based, as are 
traditional cognitive evaluations, it would alleviate much of the potential confounding effects of 
culture, education, and personal experience. 
Participants 
 For the current project, subjects were recruited from the Gait Study, a research study 
conducted through the Alzheimer’s Disease Center (ADC), a clinical and laboratory research 
center that is located in midtown Manhattan in New York City, New York.  The ADC is part of 
the Departments of Neurology and Psychiatry at the New York University School of Medicine 
and is supported by the National Institute on Aging (NIA).  Over the course of the past 40 years, 
the ADC (previously known as the NYU Aging and Dementia Research Center) has recruited 
and accepted applicants primarily from older local community residents who both exhibit and do 
not exhibit symptoms of memory loss.  The subjects included both men and women who were in 
good general health and who were at least 50 years of age at the time of enrollment into the 
study.  Upon enrollment into the ADC, a comprehensive diagnostic evaluation was performed 
with each participant.  The evaluation included a battery of physical, neuropsychological, and 
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neurological examinations as well as clinical psychological interviews conducted by a 
psychiatrist or psychologist.  Additionally, blood and MRI/CT screenings were conducted to 
assess for physiological and structural/physical brain abnormalities.  The participants in the ADC 
received a full assessment every two years, with an abbreviated one-year follow-up assessment 
in between the full evaluations for selected individuals.  One general aim of the ADC is to 
provide a source for comprehensive diagnostic evaluation for aging adults within the community 
who are experiencing problems with memory, or for those who were not currently experiencing 
memory issues but who are sometimes concerned that they may suffer possible memory decline 
in the future.  For those individuals, a baseline of their memory functioning can be established 
through the diagnostic testing with which future assessments can be compared.  Following a 
diagnosis, the participants received recommendations for further medical intervention or 
treatment and appropriate ADC clinical trials or research programs.  A second general aim of the 
ADC is to establish a center for clinical and laboratory research programs with the specific 
purpose of studying cognitive decline, dementia, and Alzheimer’s disease.  Participants from the 
ADC were available for recruitment into a number of studies that were being conducted through 
the center, one of which was the Gait Study.  This study was supported by the NIA and the 
National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS).  The general purpose of the Gait Study 
was to collect both cognitive and gait measurements through various testing tools.  In evaluating 
cognitive functioning, both general and specific deficits were examined through the use of 
clinical rating scales which test for global cognitive functioning (Global Deterioration Scale 
[GDS], Mini Mental Status Examination) and the NYU Guild Paragraph Tests (Kluger et al., 
1999) (derived from the Guild Memory Test [Gilbert et al., 1968]), which consists of both 
Immediate and Delayed Recall subtests to assess any potential memory deficits.  In evaluating 
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gait functioning, a computerized walkway system (GAITRite) that collected quantitative 
measurements on an array of specific gait parameters was utilized along with a manual measure 
for speed in a fast walking condition (Timed Gait).  
For the Gait Study, the participants were interviewed at baseline and were not included in 
the study if they met one of the following exclusionary criteria:   
1. Have experienced traumatic brain injury at any time in the past with any form of 
loss of consciousness 
2. Been diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease or other movement/motor system 
disorders 
3. Have significant chronic health or psychiatric conditions (such as significant 
uncorrected sensory loss, cardiovascular, pulmonary, rheumatologic, 
endocrinologic, hematologic, or gastrointestinal illnesses) 
4. Have a history of undergoing surgery that involved the lower extremities (such as 
hip or knee replacement surgeries), which may artificially affect the individual’s 
progression of natural gait 
5. Currently using drugs, alcohol, or active medications that could affect (either 
adversely or beneficially) the individual’s performance on the cognitive or motor 
tests 
6. Have a history or current clinical evidence of stroke or other similar organic 
condition that could affect their performance on the cognitive or motor function 
tests 
7. Have a GDS rating ≥ 3 
8. Have an age of < 50 years 
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Participants from the ADC who met the inclusionary criteria (and cleared the 
exclusionary criteria) for the Gait Study were recruited for screening and possible enrollment.  
During the screening process, potential Gait Study participants were interviewed by the examiner 
and if necessary, accompanied by their study partner, who was usually a close and 
knowledgeable family member.  Specific focus was placed on the potential Gait Study 
participant’s medical and clinical history to ensure that any potential exclusionary criteria were 
discovered.  Once the potential participant was cleared and identified as a qualified candidate, 
the examiner explained the purpose of the Gait Study and provided a description of the 
procedures.  During the Informed Consent process, it was explicitly stated that involvement and 
participation in the Gait Study was completely voluntary and the potential risks and benefits 
were discussed.  The Informed Consent was collected following the practice of the ADC, which 
complied with current legal and ethical guidelines:  the participant’s signature was obtained for 
all individuals who had been identified as cognitively competent to provide consent (GDS 
ratings of 1, 2, and 3), and the previously designated health care proxy’s signature was obtained 
on the consent forms for all participants who had been identified as demented (GDS rating of 4 
and above), thus too impaired to provide consent.  The participants recruited into the Gait Study 
were all involved in the Informed Consent process and consents (written and verbal) and/or 
assents (verbal) were collected, as appropriate.   
The purpose of the Gait Study was to re-evaluate the participants on a longitudinal basis 
in order to follow the progression over time within the same individuals and observe potential 
patterns of change.  The Gait Study adopted the same follow-up schedule that the ADC had 
originally conducted at the time of its initiation, which was a two-year follow-up evaluation with 
an abbreviated one-year follow-up in the interim periods.  The Informed Consent procedure was 
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repeated at each assessment period, at which time an update on the participant’s recent medical 
and clinical history was reviewed (for instance, to discover if there was a more recent history of 
surgical procedures performed on the lower extremities).  The data analyses conducted for the 
current study were obtained from the database of the participants of the Gait Study.  For these 
analyses, all participants were rated as being in the GDS stages of 1 or 2, indicating that their 
cognitive and functional abilities were in a normal range.  Additionally, all of the included 
participants did not meet any of the exclusionary criteria at any assessment period.   
Research Design  
The intention of the current study is to best ensure a representative sample of normal 
aging effects by focusing on the cognitively normal aging population and the accompanying age-
related gait changes.  As such, only those participants who were diagnosed as cognitively normal 
at the time of the baseline interviews were included in the current study.   
A comprehensive clinical interview, administered by a clinical psychologist or 
psychiatrist on staff at the New York University Langone Medical Center Alzheimer’s Disease 
Center, helped to determine a diagnosis (such as “normal”, “possible MCI”, “MCI”, “vascular 
dementia”, “possible Alzheimer’s disease”, “Alzheimer’s disease”, or “dementia—other type”) 
for all participants and only those with a cognitively normal diagnosis were included in the 
study.  The global functioning and cognitive status of the subjects were identified through the use 
of the clinical rating scale, the Global Deterioration Scale (GDS).  This scale has been used as a 
tool to categorize aging individuals as cognitively normal, mildly impaired, or demented 
(Reisberg et al., 1982).  Individuals were given a GDS rating of 1 if there was objectively normal 
performance on cognition.  A clinical psychologist/psychiatrist would assign individuals a GDS 
rating of 2 when there was subjective concern.  Individuals were subsequently categorized as 
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cognitively normal with a GDS rating of 1 or 2.  Participants with mild clinical impairments 
exhibited subtle cognitive and functional deficits and were given a GDS rating of 3, meeting the 
categorization for MCI.  Additionally, participants exhibiting cognitive and functional deficits 
severe enough to meet the accepted criteria for dementia were given a GDS rating of 4, 5, 6, or 7 
and categorized as demented.  At each assessment period, the psychologist/psychiatrist from the 
ADC conducted clinical interviews and collected information from both the participants and 
informed family members. The GDS rating was given independent of the participant’s 
performance on the motor and cognitive tests.  All participants who received a GDS rating of 1 
or 2 also had concomitant diagnoses of “normal”.   
Participants in the Gait Study were evaluated on two quantitative forms of gait—fast gait 
and normal gait.  For the Timed Gait (fast gait), a digital stopwatch was utilized by the examiner 
to measure the number of seconds it took for each Gait Study participant to walk a distance of 30 
feet away from the point of origin and the 30 feet back on the return trip back to the starting 
position, for a total of 60 feet.  The participants were instructed to walk as fast as possible 
without running down to the end of a well-lit hallway, turn around when they reached the end of 
the hallway, and return back to the starting position.  Each round was repeated for a total of three 
Timed Gait scores.  Participants had a minimum of a 10-second break between each round, and 
they were also encouraged to take longer periods of rest as desired.  For the second gait test 
(normal gait), the GAITRite computerized walkway system (180 x 35.5 x 0.25 inches, L x W x 
H) with embedded electronic pressure sensor pads inside a mat (with an active area of 24 inches 
wide and 144 inches long, arranged in a 48 x 288 grid pattern producing 13, 824 sensors) was 
utilized (GAITRite, CIR Systems, Franklin, NJ).  Using the stopwatch (as was done with Timed 
Gait) to measure the normally-paced gait would produce only gait speed scores and speed alone 
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may not have been sensitive enough to detect the differences related to age whereas the 
GAITRite system was specifically designed to pick up deviations from normal of normally-
paced gait, while adjusting for gender (through the use of physical measurements such as height 
and leg lengths, since women tend to be shorter in these areas).  The GAITRite system would not 
accommodate the fast-paced gait measure, as it was not designed to make such an evaluation.  
Height, weight, and leg length measurements were manually taken prior to the GAITRite test, as 
these parameters (along with age and gender), are required to be entered into the software system 
for proper analyses of the footsteps taken.  In a well-lit hallway, the participants were asked to 
start the walk at a distance of two feet before the front edge of the mat, and to continue to walk 
down the center of the computerized mat at their normal walking pace, and to stop walking at 
two feet past the far edge of the mat to complete the full single pass.  The participants were then 
asked to turn around and return back from the far side of the mat, down the center of the 
computerized mat at their normal walking pace, and to stop at their original starting position for 
another full single pass.  A total of six single passes (three roundtrips) were recorded for each 
participant at each assessment period.   
In an effort to identify more subtle age-related effects, data analyses were conducted on 
groups by decade in years of age (subjects aged 50-59 years vs. 60-69 years vs. 70-79 years vs. 
80-89 years).  The age-related effects were also more closely evaluated with specific gait 
parameters, which were quantitatively collected and measured using the GAITRite computerized 
walkway system.  As has been previously reported, gait speed is hypothesized to decrease with 
the advancement of age in the normal aging population.  Therefore, the individual gait 
parameters that were temporally based were selected to be analyzed, which included the 
following variables:  Ambulation Time (the time elapsed between the first contacts of the first 
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and the last footfalls), Velocity (the speed of gait from the first heel contact to the last heel 
contact on the mat, measured by taking the Distance divided by the Ambulation Time and 
recorded in cm/sec), Step Time Left (the time elapsed from the first contact of the right foot to 
the first contact of the left foot), Step Time Right (the time elapsed from the first contact of the 
left foot to the first contact of the right foot), Cycle Time Left (the time elapsed between the first 
contact of the left foot to the first contact of the next left foot), Cycle Time Right (the time 
elapsed between the first contact of the right foot to the first contact of the next right foot), and 
Cadence (measured in the number of steps taken per minute) (See Appendix A for Glossary of 
terms).  The software from the GAITRite system recorded the measurements for each gait 
variable with each pass the participant traveled on the mat, producing a total of six measurements 
for each variable at a given assessment period.  The arithmetic average of the six total passes was 
then calculated to create the mean versions of each gait variable, which were then used in the 
analyses:  Mean Ambulation Time, Mean Velocity, Mean Step Time Left, Mean Step Time 
Right, Mean Cycle Time Left, Mean Cycle Time Right, and Mean Cadence.  Furthermore, as the 
focus on the analyses was to identify the potential age effects of specific gait variables, a 
combined variable was created to produce a version of the measurement that did not contain the 
effects of laterality (as laterality was not the primary focus of the current report) in those 
variables that had produced a Left and Right measurement.  For instance, the arithmetic average 
of Mean Step Time Left and Mean Step Time Right was calculated to produce a Mean Step Time 
variable, labeled as Mean Step Time L/R (see Figure 1 in Appendix C for a visual diagram of the 
computerized mat).   
Along with a general decrease in speed that accompanies advancing age, it is also known 
that an increase in difficulty with balance is often experienced.  This decrease in balance 
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associated with advancing age would logically result in smaller/shorter steps, wider stances, as 
well as an increase in having both feet in contact with the ground (more stance time and less 
swing time) during gait.  Accordingly, the following additional gait parameters were selected for 
inclusion in the analyses:  Step Length L (the space between the heel point of the current left 
footfall and the heel point of the previous right footfall), Step Length R (the length of space 
between the heel point of the current right footfall and the heel point of the previous left footfall), 
Stride Length L (the length of space between the heel point of two consecutive footfalls on the 
left foot), Stride Length R (the length of space between the heel point of two consecutive 
footfalls on the right foot), Distance (the length of space between the heel points of the first and 
last footfalls on the mat), Step Count (the number of steps the participant took from the 
beginning of the mat to the end of the mat), Asymmetry (the difference in step lengths between 
the right and left sides, adjusted for leg lengths as the two individual legs may vary in length), 
Swing Percentage Left (the percentage of the Gait Cycle between the last contact of the current 
footfall to the first contact of the next footfall on the left foot), Swing Percentage Right (the 
percentage of the Gait Cycle between the last contact of the current footfall to the first contact of 
the next footfall on the right foot), Stance Percentage Left (the percentage of the Gait Cycle 
between the first contact and the last contact of two consecutive footfalls on the left foot), Stance 
Percentage Right (the percentage of the Gait Cycle between the first contact and the last contact 
of two consecutive footfalls on the right foot), Single Support Percentage Left (the percentage of 
the Gait Cycle between the last contact of the current footfall to the first contact of the next 
footfall on the left foot), Single Support Percentage Right (the percentage of the Gait Cycle 
between the last contact of the current footfall to the first contact of the next footfall on the right 
foot), Double Support Percentage Left (the time elapsed between the first contact of the current 
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footfall and the last contact of the previous footfall, added to the time elapsed between the last 
contact of the current footfall and the first contact of the next footfall as a percentage of the Gait 
Cycle of the left foot, represented as a percentage of the Gait Cycle), and Double Support 
Percentage Right (the time elapsed between the first contact of the current footfall and the last 
contact of the previous footfall, added to the time elapsed between the last contact of the current 
footfall and the first contact of the next footfall as a percentage of the Gait Cycle of the right 
foot, represented as a percentage of the Gait Cycle).  As was described previously, the same 
process was used with these variables to produce the mean of each variable (taken from the six 
passes) as well as to produce combined versions of those that had both a Left and Right 
measurement.  The resulting Mean Step Length L/R, Mean Stride Length L/R, Mean Swing 
Percentage L/R, Mean Stance Percentage L/R, Mean Single Support L/R, and Mean Double 
Support L/R were also included in the analyses (See Figure 1 in the Appendices section).   
Additionally, manually recorded timed gait speed measurements (in a fast-paced walking 
condition) were used to compare the performance of cognitively normal aging subjects by age 
group.  In the fast walk Timed Gait task, subjects were instructed to walk forward as fast as they 
could, without running, a distance of 30 feet from the starting point to the wall straight ahead. 
Subjects were further instructed to turn quickly upon reaching the wall and walk back to the 
starting position as quickly as they could.  The test examiner used a digital stopwatch to record 
the tune elapsed from start to finish, which was a total distance of 60 feet.  It was hypothesized 
that the older groups will present with slower gait speed compared to the younger groups.  
The Functional Ambulation Performance (FAP) score is a quantitative measure of gait 
assessment represented in a single number based on specific spatial and temporal gait 
parameters.  The goal of the FAP scores is to provide an objective comparison to identify gait 
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differences between the cognitively normal or the non-impaired population, with adjustments for 
age and leg lengths.  Generally, the FAP scores range from 95 to 100 points in healthy adults (the 
lower points indicate a farther deviation from normal) and were calculated from data collected by 
the GAITRite walkway system and the physical measurements of the participant.  The step 
length for each leg was divided by the leg length to produce the Step Length/Leg Length ratio 
(SL/LL) at the participant’s preferred rate of normal gait.  Mean normalized velocity was 
obtained by dividing the distance by the leg lengths, then dividing by the time it takes to travel 
that distance and expressed as leg lengths per second (LL/sec).  For each limb, the SL/LL ratio, 
the Step Time, and the mean normalized velocity are compared on a model of regression lines to 
determine their deviations from normal.  The basis for the FAP score is the linear relationship of 
the SL/LL ratio to step time when the speed is adjusted (normalized) to leg length in healthy 
adults (Grieve & Gear, 1966).  Smaller step lengths or longer step times would produce lower 
FAP scores, indicating farther deviations from normal.  The FAP scores were also compared by 
age groups by decade and hypothesized to demonstrate greater deficits with advancing age, 
although those deficits were not expected to be significant since the measure is already adjusted 
for age as well as gender.   
Additionally, several cognitive variables were analyzed in contrast to the physical-based 
gait variables.  At each assessment period, each participant received a Mini-Mental Status 
Examination (MMSE) (Folstein et al., 1975) to test for global cognitive functioning, and was 
asked to perform two tests that were designed to examine immediate and delayed recall in 
memory.  The MMSE is a short verbal questionnaire consisting of questions designed to test for 
orientation, attention, memory, and language.  It involves the use of verbal processing and basic 
fine motor tasks.  Out of the total of 30 possible points, 24-30 is considered within the normal 
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range and deemed to reflect no cognitive impairment was detected (18-23 is considered to reflect 
mild dementia; 0-10 is considered to reflect severe cognitive impairment).  The NYU Guild 
Paragraph Recall Test (Gilbert et al., 1968) is a measure of verbal memory and consisted of two 
versions.  The NYU Guild Paragraph Recall Test is comprised of two different paragraphs 
(typically Paragraphs A and B).  Paragraph A is read aloud by the examiner and directly after the 
reading, the initial recall is queried (Immediate Recall version).  Afterward, the paragraph is re-
read aloud but not queried right away.  Following a roughly 5-minute delay (during which other 
tests are administered), the paragraph is queried (Delayed Recall version).  This same sequence 
queried occurs subsequently for Paragraph B.  There are two initial recall scores and two delayed 
recall scores.  A mean initial recall score and a mean delayed recall score are subsequently 
calculated. 
Lastly, potential covariance effects of gender and education were explored through 
independent groups analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Since a main physical difference 
between genders would be a potential height difference and the gait parameters calculated by the 
GAITRite software utilized leg length measurements to adjust for physical size differences that 
might potentially affect gait measurements, it was hypothesized that gender would not produce a 
significant effect in those measurements that already account for leg length differences.  
Furthermore, one primary premise that is central to the argument in favor of utilizing a motoric 
function such as gait to determine the potential for eventual cognitive decline is that it should not 
be impacted (either beneficially or detrimentally) by any differences in personal literacy history.  
As such, it was also hypothesized that years of education would not produce a significant effect, 
or produce less of an impact than on the verbal memory tests.   
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Data Analysis 
 Data analyses were performed using the Systat software system (Systat 11, Systat 
Software, Inc., San Jose, CA) and Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS 25, 
International Business Machines, Inc., Armonk, NY), which are designed for scientific data 
analysis and statistics.  Specific gait variables were tested between the Age Decade Groups to 
evaluate any subtle age effects within the larger aging category.  Intercorrelation matrices were 
then produced to examine the level and direction of correlation between each of the gait and 
cognitive variables and exact age.  These two analytic perspectives were expected to yield a 
similar pattern of results and were utilized to demonstrate the whole trend.  Composite variables 
were created from equally weighted z-scores of individual gait parameters that targeted the 
following specific domains:  temporal, spatial, and balance.  These z-scores were constructed so 
that a higher value of the z-score always reflected better gait performance.  Analysis of these 
composite variables allowed for general evaluation of their sensitivity to age decade effects, after 
which they were broken down into their individual component variables for further analysis.  
The FAP scores were compared between the age groups by decade in years of age (subjects aged 
50-59 years vs. 60-69 years vs. 70-79 years vs. 80-89 years).  Gait speed was tested using the fast 
walking (Timed Gait) speed measure between the age groups to evaluate general slowing with 
increasing age and in which age group(s) this may become statistically evident.  Multiple 
regression analyses were performed to examine which of the gait or cognitive variables were best 
predictive of age.  Correlation analyses were performed on specific gait variables as well as 
cognitive variables to examine the strength and direction of their relationship with increasing age 
using Pearson’s correlation coefficients.  Further tests were conducted utilizing multiple 
regression analyses to explore the predictive value of the gait and cognitive variables on age.  
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Analyses by decade were evaluated using independent groups analysis of variance (ANOVA) on 
the composite z-score, gait, and cognitive variables, with post hoc pairwise comparisons being 
performed using Tukey’s HSD.  The level of statistical significance was set at p < .05.   
Database 
 The gait data measured and collected by the GAITRite walkway system created a 
database consisting of numerous specific gait variables for every participant in the Gait Study at 
each assessment period, from baseline to any and all subsequent follow-up periods.  Data from 
additional cognitive variables, along with the manually measured fast-walk Timed Gait test, were 
combined with this gait data to create a comprehensive database from which the current analyses 
were based.  Subjects from this database were included for analyses if they were at least 50 years 
of age at the time of their baseline assessment, had received a normal cognitive functioning 
status score (GDS 1-2 and MMSE 24-30) and diagnosis of “normal”.  Five participants were not 
included due to not meeting the minimum age requirement (aged 40 years to 49 years).  Fourteen 
participants received a diagnosis other than “normal” (such as “depressed”, “other”, or “in 
progress” which indicated a missing diagnosis) at baseline and were excluded from analysis.  In 
an effort to maximize consistency of the data and minimize any potential effects of an 
imbalanced dataset, participants were also excluded from analysis if they did not have at least 4 
recorded passes (out of an expected 6 passes) of the gait data at baseline.  As a result, one 
participant was not included in the analysis.  Since speed is a central element of the current 
report, two participants who were missing Timed Gait scores were also excluded from analysis.  
Thus, of the total number (N=156) of aging subjects with GDS ratings of 1 or 2 (and MMSE 
between 24 and 30), 22 were excluded, leaving 134 cases for inclusion in the data analyses.   
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Hypotheses 
 The main goal of this study was to identify and establish a clearer understanding of some 
normative changes in general and specific gait parameters that accompany age progression.  As 
such, the following primary hypotheses were explored for group differences using ANOVA and 
between the four Age Decade Groups using Tukey’s HSD: 
1. H1: Maximum gait speed should be lower with advancing age.  Timed Gait scores will 
be analyzed between the Age Decade Groups and predicted to be longer with 
advancing age.  
2. H2: Temporal gait parameters should reflect slowing with advancing age. Group 
differences between the age decades should show an increase in Step Time L/R, 
Ambulation Time, and Cycle Time L/R while showing a decrease in Velocity and 
Cadence amongst the older groups.   
3. H3: Spatial (length-based) gait parameters should reflect slowing and impact on 
balance with advancing age.  Group differences are expected to show a decrease 
in Step Length L/R and Stride Length L/R, while Distance and Step Count should 
increase with age.   
4. H4: Balance-based gait parameters should indicate worse performance with advancing 
age.  Group differences between the age decades should yield lower scores with 
Swing Percentage L/R and Single Support Percentage L/R, and higher scores with 
Stance Percentage L/R and Double Support Percentage L/R with advancing age.   
5. H5: After adjusting for the possible confounding effects of gender and education, 
similar patterns of Age Decade Group differences will be found for the Temporal, 
Spatial, and Balance scores. 
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6. H6: FAP should show lower associations with advancing age, compared to the other 
gait scores, because FAP has been normalized (or adjusted) for age.   
7. H7: There should be relatively small or no significant group differences of cognitive 
variables since all the subjects included in the study were clinically evaluated to 
be cognitively normal (ie. all had GDS ratings of 1 or 2).   
8. H8: There should be no gender effects since the gait measurements account for 
physical leg length differences, which should be a reasonable reflection of gender 
differences in this context.   
9. H9: Compared to verbal tests of recall, gait scores should be less influenced by low 
education levels since these gait measurements are primarily based on physical 
and motor performances.   
 Additionally, secondary hypotheses were further examined through multiple regression 
analyses: 
10. H10: A combination of gait measures may improve the correlation of individual gait 
scores in predicting age.   
Results 
 Since the focus of the current study does not rely on longitudinal changes and not all Gait 
Study participants returned for follow-up assessments, only baseline measures were used in the 
statistical data analyses to look for the possible age-related effects of gait parameters.  The total 
number of subjects included in the current analyses was 134.  These subjects received an average 
MMSE score of 29.2, with only one subject receiving a score of 24 and one subject receiving a 
score of 25 while the rest scored 27 or higher, with over 50 percent scoring a perfect 30 (n = 72, 
53.7%) and over 78 percent scoring 29 or 30 (n = 105, 78.3%).  Males (n = 34) accounted for 
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25.37 percent of the total number of subjects included in the analyses while females (n = 100) 
made up 74.63 percent.  The age groups were divided into four decades—50s (ages 50-59), 60s 
(ages 60-69), 70s (ages 70-79), and 80s (ages 80-89). There were 26 subjects in the 50s group 
(19.4%), 39 in the 60s group (29.1%), 50 in the 70s group (37.3%), and 19 in the 80s group 
(14.2%).  In Appendix B, Table 1 summarizes key demographic variables and Table 2 
summarizes cognitive scores for the participants.  
 The potential for possible differences in some demographic variables within the four Age 
Decade Groups was explored through appropriate parametric and nonparametric testing.  Gender 
was analyzed in each Age Decade Group through a cross tabulation method, and the resulting 
chi-square statistic revealed that there was no significant difference in the proportion of males to 
females across the Age Decade Groups.  An ANOVA was conducted to explore the distribution 
of education level across the Age Decade Groups and produced significant results indicating that 
there were significant differences in the years of education found across the age groups (see 
Table 1 in Appendix B).  Pearson P-M correlations of age against key gait measures were 
conducted to see if these results are concordant with those of the ANOVAs.  Post hoc pairwise 
comparisons were performed using Tukey’s HSD when appropriate.   
 Temporal 
 The gait variables that were identified as belonging to the Temporal domain were Mean: 
Timed Gait; Velocity; Ambulation Time; Step Time L/R; Cycle Time L/R; and Cadence.  All six 
of these Temporal gait variables were combined through equally weighted z-scores to create a 
composite temporally-based gait variable (z-Temporal).  Pearson P-M correlation analysis 
produced statistically significant results for the z-Temporal variable by Age Decade Groups, r = 
-.344, p < .001, indicating that the older Age Decade Groups were moderately correlated with a 
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general worsening of performance in the temporally-based gait variables.  An independent 
groups ANOVA yielded statistically significant differences in the z-Temporal variable across the 
four Age Decade Groups, F (3, 130) = 5.96, MS = 3.29, p = .001.  Post hoc pairwise comparisons 
were made using Tukey’s HSD and the comparisons revealed significant differences between the 
50s decade group and the 70s decade group (p = .004) and the 50s decade group and the 80s 
decade group (p = .003), while the comparison between the 60s decade group and the 80s decade 
group narrowly failed to reach significance (p = .058).  These results suggest that the age decade 
effects of temporally-based gait variables as a gait domain may become more evident as 
individuals reach their 70s and 80s.   
 Timed Gait.  One primary hypothesis was that temporally based gait variables would 
indicate decreased speed with advancing age.  Pearson correlation analysis produced statistically 
significant results for the Timed Gait variable by Age Decade Groups, r = .408, p < .001, 
indicating that the older age groups were moderately correlated with slower fast-walk times.  An 
independent groups ANOVA yielded statistically significant differences among the four Age 
Decade Groups in comparing their Timed Gait scores, F (3, 130) = 8.799, MS = 33.960, p < .001.  
Post hoc pairwise comparisons were made using Tukey’s HSD and the comparisons revealed 
significant difference effects between the 50s decade group and the 70s decade group (p = .002), 
the 50s decade group and the 80s decade group (p < .001), the 60s decade group and the 70s 
decade group (p = .048), and between the 60s decade group and the 80s decade group (p = .003).  
On average, subjects in their 50s took about 1.732 seconds less time to complete the Timed Gait 
test compared to the subjects in their 70s, and were 2.610 seconds faster when compared to the 
subjects in their 80s.  While roughly two to three seconds may not seem like an exceptional time 
difference, the length of distance the subjects were asked to travel at a fast pace was short 
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enough that a couple of seconds made an impact and was great enough to yield statistical 
significance.  In contrast, the subjects in their 50s were faster than their counterparts in their 60s 
by 0.634 seconds, which was not great enough to reach statistical significance.  Additionally, 
subjects in their 60s performed the Timed Gait test significantly faster than the subjects in their 
70s and 80s by 1.098 seconds and by 1.977 seconds, respectively.  However, comparisons 
between the Age Decade Groups showed no significant difference between the subjects in their 
70s and the subjects in their 80s, indicating that the age effects on a straight speed measure such 
as the fast walking Timed Gait test may be minimal once cognitively normal aging individuals 
reach their 70s.  These results also suggest that while there is a general decline of speed 
occurring in cognitively normal aging individuals earlier (50s to 60s) and later (70s to 80s) in 
life, the greatest decline is likely to be experienced as they age from their 60s to their 70s.  See 
Figure 2 in Appendix C for a summary of results for Timed Gait. 
 Mean Velocity.  Similar to the manually measured and speed focused Timed Gait test, 
additional temporally based gait parameters measured by GAITRite were analyzed, one of which 
was Mean Velocity.  The initial Pearson correlation analysis showed a statistically significant 
relationship to indicate that increasing age groups were correlated with slower general gait speed, 
r = -.396, p < .001.  An independent groups ANOVA and subsequent Tukey’s HSD analyses 
yielded very similar results to those of the Timed Gait variable.  Statistically significant 
differences among the four Age Decade Groups were found in comparing their Mean Velocity 
scores, F (3, 130) = 8.539, MS = 2,140.174, p < .001.  Subjects in the 50s decade performed their 
normal walk at an average of 11.791 cm/sec faster (p = .013) than the group in the 70s decade, 
and about 20.956 cm/sec faster (p < .001) than the group in the 80s decade.  Additionally, 
significant differences were found between the subjects in their 60s and those in their 80s, with 
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the younger group walking about 17.661 cm/sec faster (p = .001).  Mean Velocity is the closest 
computer recorded variable to general gait speed measured by the manually recorded Timed Gait 
variable and when comparing the results between these two similar variables, there was only a 
single pairwise difference in significance effects amongst the decade groups.  Mean Velocity did 
not yield statistical significance between the 60s decade group and the 70s decade group while 
the Timed Gait variable did.  However, the results for Mean Velocity only narrowly failed to 
reach significance (p = .063) while the results for Timed Gait just barely met the threshold (p = 
.048).  Perhaps the decrease in speed between these age groups is not quite sensitive enough to 
be manifested during an individual’s normal gait speed but is able to be detected when asked to 
stretch to their limits, indicating that the maximum rate is significantly lowered when 
progressing from the 60s to the 70s in age.  The similarity in the pattern of results of these two 
variables that target general speed decline support the hypothesis that there is a broad slowing of 
gait as cognitively normal individuals progress in age from their 50s to their 80s.  The interesting 
stage of age progression may potentially be found as adults move from their 60s to their 70s.  
The narrow differences seen in the results between the Timed Gait (fast gait) and Mean Velocity 
(normal gait) variables indicate that even though it may not necessarily be noticeable in daily 
activities through normally paced gait, perhaps the upper limits of gait speed may be undergoing 
significant changes at this particular stage and is subsequently detected as adults progress into 
their 80s.  See Figure 3 in Appendix C for a summary of results for Mean Velocity. 
 Mean Ambulation Time.  Another similar temporal gait variable selected for analysis 
was Mean Ambulation Time, which measured the time elapsed from the first footstep to the last 
footstep recorded on the GAITRite computerized mat during a normal walking pace.  Since the 
time it takes to travel the length of the mat should be logically associated with the subject’s gait 
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speed, a similar pattern of results was expected with that of Mean Velocity and the results 
reflected such an outcome.  As expected, the Pearson correlation analysis produced statistically 
significant results for the Mean Ambulation Time variable by Age Decade Groups, r = .432, p < 
.001, indicating that the older age groups were correlated with slower (longer) gait times.  An 
independent groups ANOVA yielded significant results, F (3, 130) = 10.301, MS = 1.030, p < 
.001, and follow-up pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s HSD also demonstrated a similar 
pattern of significant differences between the Age Decade Groups.  Mean Ambulation Time 
generally increased as the Age Decade Groups went from younger to older, reflecting that it took 
progressively longer for each older age group to travel the length of the mat.  The statistically 
significant increases occurred between the subjects in their 50s compared to those in their 70s (p 
= .004), the subjects in their 50s compared to those in their 80s (p < .001), and the subjects in 
their 60s compared to those in their 80s (p < .001), just as the results were found with Mean 
Velocity and Mean Timed Gait.  See Figure 4 in Appendix C for a summary of results for Mean 
Ambulation Time.  See Table 3 in Appendix B for a table of means across the Age Decade 
Groups for the Temporal gait variables.   
 The remaining three Temporal variables that were analyzed were Mean:  Step Time L/R; 
Cycle Time L/R; and Cadence.  All the ANOVAs run on all three of these Temporal variables 
failed to show significant changes across the four Age Decade Groups (see the summary of 
ANOVA results in Table 4 in Appendix B).  This finding could indicate that not all temporally-
based gait scores are sensitive to the effects of advancing age.   
Spatial 
 The spatial variables that were identified as belonging to the Spatial domain were Mean: 
Step Length L/R; Stride Length L/R; Distance; Step Count; and Asymmetry.  These five Spatial 
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gait variables were combined through equally weighted z-scores to create a composite spatially-
based gait variable (z-Spatial).  Pearson P-M correlation analysis produced statistically 
significant results for the z- Spatial variable by Age Decade Groups, r = -.406, p < .001, 
indicating that the older Age Decade Groups were moderately correlated with a general 
worsening of performance in the spatially-based gait variables.  An independent groups ANOVA 
yielded statistically significant differences in the z- Spatial variable across the four Age Decade 
Groups, F (3, 130) = 8.88, MS = 4.27, p < .001.  Post hoc pairwise comparisons were made using 
Tukey’s HSD and the comparisons revealed significant differences between the 50s decade 
group and the 70s decade group (p = .008), the 50s decade group and the 80s decade group (p < 
.001), and the 60s decade group and the 80s decade group (p < .001).  Similar to what occurred 
with the temporal composite variable, these results indicate that the age decade effects of 
spatially-based gait variables as a gait domain may become more evident as individuals reach 
their 70s and 80s.  Additionally, these results suggest that gait performance for spatially-based 
gait variables may decline to a greater extent for the oldest Age Decade Group.   
 Mean Step Length L/R.  When considering the overall impressions of gait changes with 
advancing age, in addition to a decrease in speed is a potential interruptive effect on an 
individual’s balance.  Smaller, shorter, and more frequent steps may thus be taken to compensate 
when one’s sense of balance is affected.  This hypothesis was explored through the analyses of 
spatial parameters related to gait.  The size of one’s step was measured by the Mean Step Length 
L/R variable.  The GAITRite software automatically separated the step length variable into left 
step (Step Length L) and right step (Step Length R), along with most of the other specific gait 
variables.  The means of each separate variable were calculated to create Mean Step Length L 
and Mean Step Length R and since laterality was not a primary focus of this paper, the left and 
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right means were combined to create the Mean Step Length L/R variable (with the same 
procedure performed on the remaining specific gait variables that were initially presented 
separately) which was subsequently used in the statistical analyses.  The Pearson correlation 
analysis for the Mean Step Length L/R variable produced statistically significant results by Age 
Decade Groups, r = -.399, p < .001, indicating that the older age groups were moderately 
correlated with shorter step lengths.  The independent groups ANOVA indicated statistically 
significant differences among the four Age Decade Groups in comparing their Mean Step Length 
L/R scores, F (3, 130) = 9.473, MS = 402.328, p < .001.  The general trend demonstrated 
progressively shorter step lengths as the Age Decade Groups moved from younger to older.  Post 
hoc pairwise comparisons made through Tukey’s HSD showed significant difference effects 
between the 50s decade group and the 80s decade group (p < .001), the 60s decade group and the 
80s decade group (p < .001), and the 70s decade group and the 80s decade group (p = .017).  See 
Figure 5 in Appendix C for a summary of results for Mean Step Length L/R. 
 Mean Stride Length L/R.  Taking it a bit farther beyond the size of one’s step, the gait 
variable Mean Stride Length L/R measured the length of one’s full stride and it also produced 
significant results through both the Pearson correlation analysis, r = -.371, p < .001 and a one-
way ANOVA, F (3, 130) = 8.095, MS = 1,630.886, p < .001 with shorter stride lengths recorded 
within each older decade group.  The pairwise comparisons between the Age Decade Groups 
also followed the same pattern of results as was found with the Mean Step Length L/R variable.  
Tukey’s HSD yielded statistically significant differences between the 50s decade group and the 
80s decade group (p < .001), the 60s decade group and the 80s decade group (p < .001), and the 
70s decade group and the 80s decade group (p = .034).  See Figure 6 in Appendix C for a 
summary of results for Mean Stride Length L/R. 
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 Mean Distance.  Another spatial gait variable with a similarity to a temporal gait 
parameter was Mean Distance.  This variable was a measurement of the length of distance 
traveled along the computerized mat, much like Mean Ambulation Time was a temporal 
measurement of the duration it took to travel the length of the mat.  As such, similar results were 
anticipated and demonstrated initially by the Pearson correlation analysis, r = .293, p = .001 and 
then through a one-way ANOVA, F (3, 130) = 4.108, MS = 940.716, p = .008.  Additional 
follow-up pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s HSD found statistically significant differences 
between the 50s decade group and the 70s decade group (p = .029), and between the 50s decade 
group and 80s decade group (p = .017).  An interesting finding was that on average, the Mean 
Distance variable increased between each Age Decade Group from the younger to the older 
groups.  Since the hypothesis was that smaller steps (and strides) would be taken with the 
progression of age, the trend seen in Mean Distance of increasing distance recorded with 
increasing age further supports this idea as shorter steps would allow for less space between 
steps and thus allow for more steps to be taken and more sensors to be activated on the 
lengthwise computerized mat.  See Figure 7 in Appendix C for a summary of results for Mean 
Distance. 
 Mean Step Count.  Therefore, the next variable analyzed was Mean Step Count, which 
recorded the number of steps taken on the GAITRite mat.  The expected pattern was to reveal a 
greater number of steps taken with each increasing Age Decade Group, which was confirmed 
through a significant result from the Pearson correlation analysis, r = .384, p < .001.   An 
independent groups ANOVA yielded statistically significant results, F (3, 130) = 8.333, MS = 
3.190, p < .001 and showed exactly that pattern with the number of steps increasing with each 
increasing Age Decade Group.  Tukey’s HSD revealed statistically significant differences 
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between the 50s decade group and 70s decade group (p = .048), the 50s decade group and 80s 
decade group (p < .001), the 60s decade group and 80s decade group (p < .001), and the 70s 
decade group and 80s decade group (p = .047).  See Figure 8 in Appendix C for a summary of 
results for Mean Step Count. 
 The temporal gait parameters seemed to suggest the period between the 60s decade and 
70s decade is critical for significant speed decreases in gait.  In comparison, the spatial gait 
parameters appear to highlight the 80s decade as significantly different from each of the younger 
decade groups.  While a general slowing may be occurring earlier on, this additional pattern of 
results from the spatial gait parameters seem to suggest that a compensatory action for potential 
deterioration of balance becomes manifest at a later age period for cognitively normal aging 
individuals.  See Table 5 in Appendix B for a table of means across the Age Decade Groups for 
the Spatial gait variables.   
 The Mean Asymmetry variable was the final spatial variable that was analyzed.  All the 
ANOVAs run on this Spatial variable failed to show significant changes across the four Age 
Decade Groups (see the summary of ANOVA results in Table 4 in Appendix B).  This finding 
could indicate that not all spatially-based gait scores are sensitive to the effects of advancing age.   
Balance 
 A third set of specific gait parameters were additionally analyzed to test the hypothesis 
that an impact on gait balance may be observed through computerized analysis of normal gait.  
With the concept of gait being a series of mini-falls as is determined by the bi-pedal nature of 
human gait combined with the anticipation that stability and balance might deteriorate with 
advancing age, the specific gait parameters reflecting the proportions of the gait cycle that allow 
for single or double foot contact with the ground were selected for analyses.  The hypothesis was 
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that with advancing age, a decrease in balance stability would allow for not only shorter and 
more frequent steps, but also a decrease in time spent in a mini-fall (the most unstable portion of 
the gait cycle when one foot is in motion, leaving only one other foot keeping the individual 
upright) and an increase in the time spent with both feet on the ground (reasonably the most 
stable portion of the gait cycle).   
 The balance variables that were identified as belonging to the Balance domain were 
Mean: Swing Percentage L/R; Stance Percentage L/R; Single Support Percentage L/R; and 
Double Support Percentage L/R.  These four Balance gait variables were combined through 
equally weighted z-scores to create a composite balance-based gait variable (z-Balance).  
Pearson P-M correlation analysis produced statistically significant results for the z- Spatial 
variable by Age Decade Groups, r = -.277, p = .001, indicating that the older Age Decade 
Groups were correlated with a general worsening of performance in the balance-based gait 
variables.  An independent groups ANOVA yielded statistically significant differences in the z- 
Balance variable across the four Age Decade Groups, F (3, 130) = 4.50, MS = 4.16, p = .005.  
Post hoc pairwise comparisons were made using Tukey’s HSD and the comparisons revealed 
significant differences between the 50s decade group and the 70s decade group (p = .006), while 
closely missing the threshold for significance between the 60s decade group and the 70s decade 
group (p = .071).  These results indicate that the age decade effects of balance-based gait 
variables as a gait domain may become more evident as individuals reach their 70s.     
 Mean Swing Percentage L/R.  In following this logic, the first specific gait parameter 
selected for analysis was Mean Swing Percentage L/R, which measures the percentage of the 
individual’s gait cycle that is spent while one foot is in motion (while in mid-air) from its last 
contact with the ground to its next contact with the ground (initiating the next step).  The Pearson 
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correlation analysis produced statistically significant results for this variable by Age Decade 
Groups, r = -.277, p = .001, indicating that the older age groups were correlated with less time 
with one foot in motion.  An independent groups ANOVA of Mean Swing Percentage L/R 
produced significant group differences, F (3, 130) = 4.508, MS = 15.583, p = .005.  However, 
while the results showed the expected general pattern of decreasing swing percentage with 
advancing Age Decade Group, Tukey’s HSD revealed only a single pairwise difference that 
reached statistical significance, between the 50s decade group and the 70s decade group (p = 
.007).  See Figure 9 in Appendix C for a summary of results for Mean Swing Percentage L/R. 
 Mean Stance Percentage L/R.  As a logical complement to the percentage of the gait 
cycle that contains one foot in motion, the Mean Stance Percentage L/R was a measurement of 
the percentage of the gait cycle during which at least one foot is in contact with the ground.  Both 
the Pearson correlation and the one-way ANOVA performed on this gait variable produced the 
same expected general pattern of results, which in this case was an opposite trend of the Mean 
Stance Percentage L/R variable increasing with advancing Age Decade Group, r = .277, p = .001 
and F (3, 130) = 4.507, MS = 15.608, p = .005, respectively.  Furthermore, Tukey’s HSD also 
produced the same single pairwise significant difference between the 50s decade group and the 
70s decade group (p = .007).  See Figure 10 in Appendix C for a summary of results for Mean 
Stance Percentage L/R. 
 Mean Single Support Percentage L/R.  In further support of the hypothesis that 
compensation for instability is likely to occur with advancing Age Decade Groups, the variable 
that measured the proportion of the gait cycle in which one foot was in contact with the ground 
was selected for analysis.  The Pearson correlation analysis produced statistically significant 
results, r = -.277, p = .001.  The Mean Single Support Percentage L/R variable produced 
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statistically significant differences though a one-way ANOVA, F (3, 130) = 4.516, MS = 15.625, 
p = .005.  Like the previous variables reasonably believed to reflect balance, Tukey’s HSD 
revealed a single pairwise difference between the 50s decade group and the 70s decade group (p 
= .007).  Generally, the older Age Decade Groups spent a shorter percentage of their gait cycle 
with a single foot in contact with the ground.  See Figure 11 in Appendix C for a summary of 
results for Mean Single Support Percentage L/R. 
 Mean Double Support Percentage L/R.  Conversely, the Mean Double Support 
Percentage L/R variable measured the proportion of the gait cycle during which both feet are in 
contact with the ground.  As expected, the Pearson correlation was statistically significant, r = 
.275, p = .001 as well as a one-way ANOVA performed on this gait variable which again yielded 
the same general pattern of an increase in double foot support with increasing age group.  
Significant group differences were found, F (3, 130) = 4.415, MS = 60.817, p = .005, with 
Tukey’s HSD producing a statistically significant pairwise difference between the 50s decade 
group and the 70s decade group (p = .008).  Taken together, the results from this latest group of 
specific gait parameters appear to highlight the age period between the 50s decade group and the 
70s decade group, suggesting that a meaningful shift in balance stability may potentially occur 
by the time individuals reach the 70s age decade.  See Figure 12 in Appendix C for a summary of 
results for Mean Double Support Percentage L/R.  See Table 6 in Appendix B for a table of 
means across the Age Decade Groups for the Balance gait variables. 
Z-Score Composites 
 Additional analyses were conducted to further examine the three groups of gait variable 
domains (Temporal, Spatial, and Balance), using individual gait variables that were believed to 
measure similar gait functions which were then grouped together to form composite variables.  
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All the individual gait-related variables were combined through equally weighted z-scores to 
create a composite gait variable (z-Gait).  These fifteen individual gait variables included the six 
Temporal gait variables, the five Spatial gait variables, and the four Balance gait variables (see 
Table 4 for a list of these variables).  Pearson correlation analysis produced statistically 
significant results for the z-Gait variable by Age Decade Groups, r = -.419, p < .001, indicating 
that the older age groups were moderately correlated with worse performance in gait-related 
variables.  An independent groups ANOVA yielded statistically significant differences among 
the four Age Decade Groups in comparing their z-Gait variable scores, F (3, 130) = 9.44, MS = 
3.58, p < .001.  Post hoc pairwise comparisons were made using Tukey’s HSD and the 
comparisons revealed significant difference effects between the 50s decade group and the 70s 
decade group (p < .001), the 50s decade group and the 80s decade group (p < .001), the 60s 
decade group and the 70s decade group (p = .023), and between the 60s decade group and the 
80s decade group (p = .006).  These results suggest that the greater decline as manifested in 
general gait performance may be seen as individuals move from their 60s to their 70s in age.  
 Temporal gait parameters were expected to reflect slowing with advancing age.  As such, 
individual temporally-based gait variables were grouped together through equally weighted z-
scores to create a composite temporal gait variable (z-Temporal), as reported earlier.  The same 
approach was made with spatially-based variables to create a composite spatial gait variable (z-
Spatial), and with balance-based variables to create a composite balance gait variable (z-
Balance).  This was done in order to test each domain’s general sensitivity to age decade effects 
once age decade differences were established.  Table 4 in Appendix B summarizes the similar 
significance patterns found through ANOVA and ANCOVA analyses with the individual and 
composite gait variables and Age Decade Groups.  The results indicated a similar pattern of 
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findings for all the gait variables examined across the four Age Decade Groups, even after 
adjusting for the possible confounding effects of the gender and education of the participants.  
Scatterplots and Correlations 
 Once group differences were established between the Age Decade Groups, Pearson P-M 
correlations were conducted to further examine the general level and direction of correlation 
between each of the gait (See Figures 13 - 23 in Appendix C) and cognitive variables and exact 
age.  As expected, the general trends seen through the scatterplots for the Temporal variables 
show a positive correlation of Mean Timed Gait and Mean Ambulation Time with exact age (see 
Figures 13 and 14 in Appendix C), while a negative correlation was demonstrated with Mean 
Velocity and exact age (see Figure 15 in Appendix C), reflecting a slowing of speed with 
increasing age, the same pattern as was discovered between the Age Decade Groups. 
 As for spatial variables, the general trends seen through the scatterplots were also as 
expected.  They show a positive correlation of Mean Distance and Mean Step Count with exact 
age (see Figures 16 and 17 in Appendix C), and a negative correlation of Mean Step Length L/R 
and Mean Stride Length L/R with exact age (see Figures 18 and 19 in Appendix C), indicating 
shorter and more frequent steps with increasing exact age. 
 The scatterplots of the balance variables also revealed expected trends.  They show a 
positive correlation of Mean Stance Percentage L/R and Mean Double Support Percentage L/R 
with exact age (see Figures 20 and 21 in Appendix C), and a negative correlation of Mean Swing 
Percentage L/R and Mean Single Support Percentage L/R with exact age (see Figures 22 and 23 
in Appendix C), indicating periods of balance instability (when only a single foot is in contact 
with the ground) were minimized and more time was spent with both feet in contact with the 
ground with increasing exact age.  
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 See Table 7 in Appendix B for a list of the gait variables by each of the three gait 
domains (Temporal, Spatial, and Balance) and the corresponding correlations with age.   
Secondary Analyses 
 Additional analyses were further conducted through the use of two composite gait 
measures.  One composite gait score was created by the combination of all of the individual gait 
variables that were found to be statistically significant in the previous age decade analyses (11 
such variables for the Significant Gait Composite measure).  The other composite gait score was 
produced by combining all of the individual gait variables that were used in the previous 
analyses, regardless of their resulting ability to reach statistical significance (15 variables for the 
All Gait Composite measure).  Results of the multiple regression analyses indicated that there 
was an improved collective significant correlation effect between the composite gait variables 
and age (R = .545 for Significant Gait Composite variables and R = .557 for All Gait Composite 
variables).  Comparatively, the highest correlation coefficient produced by an individual gait 
variable was r = .471 by Mean Ambulation Time.  When subsequent stepwise regression was 
conducted, both the composite variables yielded R = .514 with Mean Ambulation Time and 
Mean Timed Gait emerging as the highest loading variables.  Adjusting for gender and education 
variables also improved the correlation of gait scores in predicting age, with the correlation 
coefficient ranging between R = .542 to R = .626 in stepwise regression and R = .565 to R = .853 
in complete regression.  These results suggest that when taken in combination, the gait variables 
strengthen their correlation effect in predicting age compared to their effect individually.  As 
anticipated, the two identified best gait predictors of age (Mean Ambulation Time, r = .471 and 
Mean Timed Gait, r = .456) correlated better with age compared to the cognitive variables 
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(MMSE, Paragraph Initial Recall, and Paragraph Delayed Recall, ranging from r = -.084 to r = -
.236).   
FAP 
 A particular gait variable calculated by the GAITRite mat and software is the Functional 
Ambulation Performance (FAP) variable, which quantitatively presented gait assessment (during 
normal walking pace) in a single number with the index running from 0 to 100.  FAP’s 
calculations account for potential age and gender differences (through adjustments for age and 
leg length differences).  The expected normal range of FAP scores in healthy aging adults is 
between 95 and 100.  In comparing the subjects’ FAP scores by Age Decade Groups, it was 
hypothesized that as age groups increased, greater deficits in FAP scores would be demonstrated.  
The independent groups ANOVA results produced this expected pattern, with each older age 
group presenting successively lower FAP scores.  However, since the FAP was expected to 
adjust for age in the calculations, the decreasing trend was hypothesized to not reach 
significance.  Interestingly though, a main effect was unexpectedly found between the Age 
Decade Groups, F (3, 130) = 3.510, MS = 25.251, p = .017.  The mean FAP scores for the age 
decades ranged from 97.3 (50s age decade) to 95.07 (80s age decade), all falling within the 
theoretical normal range of 95 to 100.  The younger two age groups were more closely clustered 
(97.3 and 96.89 for the 50s and 60s age groups, respectively), while the remaining groups were 
more evenly spaced (95.9 and 95.07) with the largest gap in the middle, between the 60s and 70s 
Age Decade Groups.  Upon further analysis, Tukey’s HSD revealed only a single pairwise 
difference that was large enough to reach statistical significance, which was between the 
youngest and the oldest groups—the 50s age decade and the 80s age decade (p = .034).  This 
may be viewed as contrary to the potential “rebound effect” in the 80s age decade that was 
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previously seen with the balance variables and some of the temporal and spatial variables.  
However, the FAP scores are based on specific spatial and temporal gait parameters with its 
basis relying on the linear relationship of the SL/LL ratio to step time.  Considering the curious 
“rebound effects” were only seen in the temporal and spatial parameters that failed to reach 
significance, and when evident in the variables that did reach significance they were balance 
related parameters (not spatial or temporal), it may help to explain the lack of this effect in the 
80s age decade with this particular variable.   
Cognitive Variables 
 In contrast to the physical-based gait variables, independent groups ANOVAs were 
conducted on several cognitive variables for comparative analyses.  The Mini-Mental Status 
Examination (MMSE), which tests for current cognitive global functioning, was expected to 
show relatively small or no significant differences between the Age Decade Groups since the 
subjects all met the threshold set for inclusion (i.e., they were all rated clinically as cognitively 
normal).  As anticipated, the one-way ANOVA conducted between the Age Decade Groups 
failed to reach statistical significance for the MMSE (p = .316).  Likewise, the Immediate Recall 
version of the NYU Guild Paragraph Recall Test was also not expected to reach significance 
between the Age Decade Groups , and the results supported that as well (p = .310).  The results 
of the final cognitive variable, the Delayed Recall version of the NYU Guild Paragraph Recall 
Test, did reveal statistically significant main effects, F (3, 130) = 2.743, MS = 35.555, p = .046.  
However, follow-up post hoc analyses using Tukey’s HSD showed no significant pairwise 
differences between the Age Decade Groups, despite the trend that when a time delay was 
imposed the subjects tended to recall fewer details of the paragraph as they increased in age 
group.  Perhaps the conservative nature of limiting the subject pool to determinedly cognitively 
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normal aging individuals narrowed the range of cognitive performances available for analysis 
that it may have served to minimize its sensitivity to distinguish differences between the Age 
Decade Groups.  Furthermore, an ANCOVA was conducted to explore the potential covariate 
effect of education on the cognitive variables.  The results produced no significant differences in 
the cognitive variables across the Age Decade Groups when adjusting for years of education.   
Gender and Education 
 In addition to the physical gait parameters and cognitive variables, gender and education 
were explored for potential covariance effects, neither of which were hypothesized to show an 
effect.  The one-way ANOVA between the Age Decade Groups yielded significant results for 
age (p < .001) and the Contingency Table failed to reach significance for gender, χ2 = 4.14, p = 
.247, indicating that there is no significant difference in the proportion of males to females across 
the four age decades.  The results for the years of education, however, produced very interesting 
results.  Curiously, the ANOVA results revealed a main effect of years of education between the 
Age Decade Groups, F (3, 130) = 3.619, MS = 41.418, p = .015.  Subsequent pairwise 
comparisons using Tukey’s HSD showed two significant differences between the 50s age decade 
and the 80s age decade (p = .023) and between the 60s age decade and the 80s age decade (p = 
.046) with the pattern showing a decreasing trend in years of education as age groups increased.  
The group means of the years of education indicated that the differences between the 50s age 
group (M = 16.538) and 60s Age Decade Group (M = 16.077) were minimal while the 70s age 
decade (M = 14.960) and the 80s age decade (M = 13.579) were farther separated.  Statistical 
significance was only reached for the 80s age decade, suggesting that the main effect was largely 
due to the extremely lower mean of the oldest age group for years of education.   
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 The potential effects of education level on gait and cognitive variables were further 
analyzed.  The gait and paragraph recall performance of all subjects were analyzed between 
those with lower (12 or fewer years of education, N = 30) or higher (13 years and more, N = 
104) education levels.  The ANCOVA results revealed a main effect of paragraph recall between 
the higher and lower education level groups even after adjusting for age and gender, F (1, 130) = 
4.918, MS = 4.085, p = .028.  However, the gait scores failed to reach significance by education 
level, F (1, 130) = 0.638, MS = 0.226, p = .426.  Figure 24 in Appendix C summarizes these 
results.  Taken together, these results further support the idea that while language-based verbal 
cognitive measures may be affected by an individual’s education level, the motor-based gait 
measures do not appear to be similarly influenced.  Not only would this allow for the avoidance 
of potentially confounding effects in AD diagnosis, but it would be a more useful tool in 
identifying and diagnosing early AD cases among those aging individuals with low education or 
those lacking mastery in the English language.   
Discussion 
 The overall pattern of results gathered from data analysis of these specific gait parameters 
indicate that certain age effects on gait can be observed and at various periods of age decades.  
To date, the studies addressing gait and aging have primarily involved exploring the clinical 
population in comparison with the normal aging population.  There is a lack of studies 
specifically utilizing cognitively normal aging subjects to determine the normal aging process as 
it relates to specific gait changes.  The current study contributes to the current body of 
knowledge by exploring not only what specific gait pattern changes can be expected with normal 
aging, but also at what age periods we can expect to see those changes.  With a normal and 
healthy advancement of age, a general slowing of speed is expected, and largely seen by the time 
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aging individuals reach their 70s and 80s in age.  By the 70s age decade, aging individuals may 
start to notice that they are unable to walk as fast as they normally were able to in the past when 
they are trying to speed walk.  They may also start to experience potential balance issues and be 
more inclined to compensate for it by minimizing their balance vulnerability, which can be 
accomplished by decreasing the amount of time that they are being supported by only a single 
foot while the other foot is in the air during the mid-swing phase of the gait cycle.  By the 80s 
age decade, these age effects that have started to appear seem to continue to be emphasized.  
Additionally, by the time they reached their 80s, aging individuals can be expected to start taking 
shorter and more frequent steps.  This would support the expectation that balance instability is 
experienced and first seen by the 70s age decade through an increase in having both feet in 
contact with the ground, and additional compensatory efforts in the form of taking smaller steps 
are then demonstrated by the 80s age decade. Furthermore, whereas the noticeable age effect was 
previously only manifested when trying to walk at their fastest walking speed, aging adults will 
now likely feel this effect during their normal gait as well, which would result in a greater impact 
on their daily functioning.  An interesting finding appears to be the period between the 60s age 
decade and the 70s age decade.  During this stage, it seems an individual’s maximum speed 
capacity may be affected, where an age effect becomes apparent when there is an effort to walk 
fast, but this decrease does not seem to become manifest under normal speed conditions when 
maximum effort is not expended, at least not enough to reach statistical significance.  This period 
between the 60s age decade and 70s age decade may function as a transitional stage during 
which age effects are most notably demonstrated in the lowering of the maximum speed capacity 
in cognitively normal and otherwise healthy aging individuals.  This specific age effect may not 
be readily apparent under most daily conditions, not enough to reasonably impact in a negative 
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manner the average daily activities of most aging individuals.  During the normal anticipated 
progression of age, individuals in this seemingly transitional stage may not experience a 
noticeable difference in the slowing down of most activities, but may start to encounter such age 
effects when attempting to reach their maximum speed limits.  Instead, this particular age effect 
of decreased speed of normal gait appears to be somewhat delayed, largely becoming manifest 
later during the 80s age decade.  Whereas the decrease in gait speed may not have a primary or 
widespread effect until individuals reach their 80s in age, significant changes seem to be 
occurring years before they may be aware of such a shift taking place.   
 Another interesting finding from the results came from the analyses on the specific gait 
parameters reasonably associated with balance.  The four balance related variables (Mean Swing 
Percentage L/R, Mean Stance Percentage L/R, Mean Single Support Percentage L/R, and Mean 
Double Support Percentage L/R) all reached statistical significance and all presented a general 
upward or downward trend of the results between the age decades that are consistent with the 
hypotheses.  However, a curious pattern emerged in the 80s Age Decade Group in which there 
was a change in the opposite direction of the trend seen in the previous age decades.  For 
example, the Mean Double Support Percentage L/R was expected to increase with age 
progression and that was exactly the pattern seen from the 50s age decade to the 70s age 
decade—the Mean Double Percentage L/R increased from the 50s age decade to the 60s age 
decade, and it increased from the 60s age decade to the 70s age decade.  However, instead of the 
expected increase from the 70s age decade to the 80s age decade, there was in fact a small 
decrease in the Mean Double Percentage L/R seen in this oldest age group compared to the 
previous age group.  This decrease from the 70s age decade to the 80s age decade was not a 
statistically significant drop, and it was not great enough to come close to reaching the mean of 
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the 60s age decade.  Nonetheless, it was still an unanticipated result, and a curious finding.  To 
add, a closer observation was taken of the pattern of results, including the ones that did not reach 
statistical significance.  This slight change in the direction of the trend seen with the 80s age 
decade was interestingly observed in only the specific gait variables that failed to reach statistical 
significance in the Temporal and Spatial related categories.  One temporal gait parameter that did 
not reach significance was Mean Step Time L/R (p = .316), which measured the amount of time 
(in seconds) it took to take one footstep.  The trend was as expected, in an upward direction, 
indicating that on average individuals were slower to take each footstep as they got older.  
However, as was the case with all the balance variables, the 80s age decade showed a change in 
direction from the previous group, the 70s age decade.  Again, like the balance variables, the 
sudden decrease in the mean of this variable with the 80s age decade was not great enough to 
reach the mean of the 60s age decade, though it did come close.  Likewise, the Mean Cycle Time 
L/R was another temporal gait parameter that did not reach statistical significance (p = .269), but 
did show the same pattern as the balance variables and the Mean Step Time L/R variable.  On 
average, the amount of time it took to complete a full gait cycle increased as the subjects’ age 
groups increased from the 50s age decade to the 60s age decade to the 70s age decade, until the 
80s age decade where it took a slight decrease (but again not enough of a dip to reach the mean 
of the 60s age decade).  As individuals increased in age group there was a tendency for gait 
cycles to slow down, but this trend seemed to recover with the oldest age group.  The final 
temporal variable that was analyzed but failed to reach statistical significance was Mean 
Cadence (p = .277), which was a rate measurement that counted the number of steps per minute.  
The trend seen with this variable reflected a tendency for the pace to slow down as the subjects 
increased in age decade, spanning from the 50s age decade to the 70s age decade, but the pace 
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increasing between the 70s age decade and 80s age decade.  Similarly, the only spatial gait 
parameter that failed to reach statistical significance was the Mean Asymmetry variable (p = 
.415), which measured the step length difference between the left and right side for each subject.  
The lack of significance for this variable indicated that no determinable effect of laterality 
existed in the gait patterns of cognitively normal aging individuals.  Interestingly, the potential 
for lateral asymmetry increased from the 50s age decade to the 60s age decade, but that upward 
movement did not continue from the 60s age decade to the 70s age decade.  Instead, the counter-
directional movement was seen from the 60s age decade to the 70s age decade with a slight 
decrease in mean asymmetry, followed by another slight decrease from the 70s age decade to the 
80s age decade.  Taken together, these results seem to indicate that there does not appear to be a 
meaningful difference in laterality between the age groups, including a lack of any tendencies 
that this is could be a potential age related effect that can be expected in the normal progression 
of gait patterns in cognitively normal aging adults.  However, the interesting change in direction 
that is seen only in the 80s age decade, which was demonstrated in both the temporal gait 
parameters that did not reach significance and in the balance gait parameters that successfully 
reached significance may indicate a uniqueness about this oldest age group.  Since the study 
intentionally only included cognitively normal aging individuals, and assuming that both 
cognitive and physical deterioration occurs to some level with increasing age, perhaps the 
subjects in their 80s who were able to meet the threshold for data analysis possessed an 
extraordinary level of resistance to certain specific age effects of gait.  The fact that these oldest 
of the subjects met the criteria for inclusion may have served as a self-selection of the most 
resilient aging individuals.  It should be noted that while the balance related gait variables were 
found to have statistically significant group differences through ANOVA testing, the post hoc 
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pairwise analyses through Tukey’s HSD revealed that the slight “rebound effects” of the 80s age 
decades all failed to reach statistical significance.  Taken together, these results seem to indicate 
that even if these subjects constitute a particularly healthy subset of the oldest aging individuals, 
the effect is not an especially meaningful one.  However, this selective survival may serve as a 
potential explanation for the tendency to see this “rebound effect” in certain gait parameters with 
the healthiest of aging individuals.   
As it is now clearly evident, the necessity for addressing the specific needs of the 
burgeoning aging population is greater than ever before.  Considerable evidence from research 
studies exploring some of the main debilitating conditions facing the aging population has 
increased our understanding of some key functions and processes, but much more is yet to be 
examined.  It appears that the MCI population holds much potential for exploration.  Differential 
outcome measures have previously been indicated (Petersen et al., 1999) and should yield further 
interest from investigators.  But in order to distinguish pathology from normal processing, a solid 
foundation of the anticipated normal progression of the functional systems in question needs to 
first be established.  This means that there is much potential in evaluating the cognitively normal 
aging population, as they can help establish the normal parameters that are anticipated with 
advancing age.  One of the contributions of the current study is in its assessment of well-
characterized aging individuals without significant medical or physical problems so that true age-
related changes in gait can be described without the concern of pathological confounds 
influencing the results.  A possible strength or advantage is in the usefulness of one of the 
measures, Timed Gait, which could be conducted without sophisticated computerized equipment 
and thus could be performed in a doctor’s office or a small clinic.  Additionally, if some 
individual or a combination of gait measures prove useful in predicting future clinically 
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significant cognitive decline and given that gait measures appear to be less effected by low levels 
of education, compared to verbally based memory scores, gait performance could be particularly 
helpful in the prediction of cognitive decline in aging individuals with low educational 
attainment or with poor mastery of English.  In contrast, a potential limitation of the current 
study include concerns that findings obtained on these very healthy aging individuals may not 
generalize easily to more typical aging individuals who often manifest a higher level of illness 
and disability.  In furtherance of a broader understanding of aging as it relates to gait and 
cognitive decline, possible next steps include comparing these cognitively normal cases with 
well-characterized aging individuals with MCI and mild AD.  Additionally, expanding the 
sample by adding well-characterized individuals in younger age brackets to evaluate more 
completely the gait changes across the life-span would be valuable.  Lastly, generalizability of 
the current findings could be helped in a future follow-up study that includes a more diverse 
race/ethnicity make-up of the participants.  The overwhelming majority of the participants in the 
current study identified themselves as “white” (see Table 1 in Appendix B).   
Any advancements in the early detection of cognitive decline would be highly useful and 
of practical importance.  As have been previously reported, motor/psychomotor impairments 
have been associated with cognitive impairments in research settings (Kluger et al., 1997, 2008), 
and those with greater cognitive impairments may be at greater risk for future decline to 
dementias, including Alzheimer’s disease (Golomb et al., 2004).  The potential value in 
establishing early indicators of dementia and future cognitive decline is tremendous, especially 
when considering that motoric evaluations are less susceptible to cultural or educational 
differences compared to traditional language-based cognitive evaluations.   
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Appendix A 
Gait Glossary 
General 
 First Contact: 
o When heel strikes the mat 
 Last Contact: 
o When toe lifts off the mat 
 Line of Progression: 
o Line between the heel points of two consecutive footfalls of the same foot 
 Heel Point: 
o The center of gravity, of all the active sensors of the heel area at point of contact 
 Leg Length (LL): 
o Measured in cm from the greater trochanter to the floor, bisecting the lateral 
Malleolus 
o Each leg is measured separately 
 
Temporal Parameters 
 Ambulation Time: 
o Time elapsed between the first contacts of the first and the last footfalls  recorded 
on the mat 
o Measured in seconds 
 Cadence: 
o Measured in steps/min 
 Cycle Time: 
o Time elapsed between the first contact of two consecutive footfalls of the same 
foot (like “stride time”) 
o Measured in seconds 
 Step Time: 
o Time elapsed from the first contact of one foot to the first contact of the opposite 
foot 
o Measured in seconds 
 Timed Gait 
o Manually recorded measurement of the time it takes to travel as quickly as 
possible (without running) a distance of 30 feet forward to the wall, turn around, 
and walk quickly back to the starting position to travel a total distance of 60 feet 
o Measured in seconds 
 Velocity: 
o Measured by taking the Distance divided by the Ambulation Time (speed of gait 
from first heel contact to last heel contact on the mat) 
o Measured in cm/sec 
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Spatial Parameters 
 Asymmetry: 
o The magnitude of the difference in Step Length Left and Step Length Right, 
adjusted for Leg Lengths 
o Calculated by taking the absolute value of the difference in ratios of Step Length 
to Leg Length for the left and right sides: 
|(Step Length L / Leg Length L) – (Step Length R / Leg Length R)| 
 Distance: 
o Measured on the horizontal axis from the heel point of the first footfall to the heel 
point of the last footfall 
o Measured in centimeters 
 Step Count: 
o The number of steps taken to travel the length of the GAITRite mat as registered 
over the active sensor area 
 Step Length: 
o Measured on the horizontal axis of the walkway from the heel point of the current 
footfall to the heel point of the previous footfall on the opposite foot 
o Can be a negative value if the subject fails to bring the landing foot heel point 
forward of the stationary foot heel point 
o Measured in centimeters 
 Stride Length: 
o Measured on the line of progression between the heel points of two consecutive 
footfalls of the same foot (left to left, right to right) 
o Measured in centimeters 
 
Additional Parameters 
 Double Support Percentage: 
o The time elapsed between First Contact of the current footfall to the First Contact 
of the previous footfall, added to the time elapsed between the Last Contact of the 
current footfall and the First Contact of the next footfall, represented as a 
percentage of the Gait Cycle 
 Single Support Percentage: 
o The time elapsed between the Last Contact of the current footfall to the First 
Contact of the next footfall of the same foot, represented as a percentage of the 
Gait Cycle 
 Stance Percentage: 
o The percentage of the Gait Cycle between the First Contact and the Last Contact 
of two consecutive footfalls on the same foot 
 Swing Percentage: 
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o The percentage of the Gait Cycle between the Last Contact of the current footfall 
to the First Contact of the next footfall on the same foot 
o Equal to the Single Support Percentage of the opposite foot 
 
FAP: 
 Each limb gets a Step Length/Leg Length ratio (SL/LL) by dividing the Step Length by 
Leg Length 
 The mean normalized velocity is expressed in Leg Lengths per second (LL/sec), obtained 
by taking the subject’s velocity (collected over the 3.66 meters of the GAITRite active 
area) divided by the subject’s mean leg length 
 For each limb, comparisons are made on a model of regression lines to determine the 
deviations from normal for the SL/LL ratio, the step time, and the mean normalized 
velocity; this makes up 44% of the total score, or 22% for each limb’s performance 
 The degree of asymmetry is calculated by subtracting the SL/LL ratios of each limb and 
then compared to normal, making up 8% of the total score 
 The dynamic base of support is also compared to normal, making up 8% of the total score 
 Use of assisting devices (such as orthoses, splints, etc.) makes up 5% of the total score 
 Ambulatory aids (such as canes, crutches, or walkers) make up 5% of the total score 
 The FAP score in a healthy subject ranges from 95 to 100 points 
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Appendix B:  Tables 
 
Table 1.  Participant Demographics by Age Decade Group  
 
Age 
Decade 
Group 
Age 
Range 
(Years) 
Mean 
Age Exact 
(Years) 
N Male 
(N) 
Female 
(N) 
Mean 
Education 
(Years) 
Race—
White 
(% of N) 
Race—
Non-
White 
(% of 
N) 
50s 50-59 56.92 
ǂǂ## 
26 3 23 16.54 25 1 
60s 60-69 65.63 
**## 
39 11 28 16.08 39 0 
70s 70-79 74.82 
**ǂǂ 
50 16 34 14.96 48 2 
80s 80-89 83.39 
**ǂǂ## 
19 4 15 13.58 
*ǂ 
19 0 
Total:  69.88 134 34 100 15.40 131 
(97.76%) 
3 
(2.24%) 
 
Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s HSD:  Significant Differences 
* p ≤ .05; ** p ≤ .001 (re 50s Age Decade Group) 
ǂ p ≤ .05; ǂ ǂ p ≤ .001 (re 60s Age Decade Group) 
# p ≤ .05; ## p ≤ .001 (re 70s Age Decade Group) 
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Table 2.  Cognitive Variables by Age Decade Group 
 
Age Decade 
Group 
Mean GDS 
(SEM) 
Mean MMSE 
(SEM) 
Mean Paragraph 
Immediate 
(SEM) 
Mean Paragraph 
Delayed (SEM) 
50s 1.81 (.08) 29.27 (.20) 8.10 (.53) 10.13 (.71) 
60s 1.92 (.04) 29.18 (.14) 7.32 (.51) 8.29 (.53) 
70s 1.98 (.02) 29.34 (.17) 6.88 (.41) 7.88 (.50) 
80s 2.00 (.00) 28.79 (.31) 6.63 (.76) 7.53 (.98) 
Total: 1.93 (.02) 29.20 (.10) 7.21 (.26) 8.39 (.32) 
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Table 3.  Gait Variables (Temporal) by Age Decade Group 
 
Age Decade 
Group 
Mean Timed 
Gait (sec) 
[Higher = Worse] 
(SEM) 
Mean Velocity 
(cm/sec) 
[Higher = Better] 
(SEM) 
Mean Ambulation 
Time (sec) 
[Higher = Worse] 
(SEM) 
z-Temporal 
(all Temporal) 
50s 10.48 (.26) 136.67 (3.44) 2.12 (.07) .414 
60s 11.12 (.33) 133.37 (2.39) 2.22 (.05) .155 
70s 12.22 (.27) *ǂ 124.88 (2.30) * 2.39 (.04) * -.196* 
80s 13.09 (.59) **ǂ 115.71 (3.21) 
**ǂǂ 
2.60 (.08) **ǂǂ -.368* 
Total: 11.68 (.18) 128.34 (1.48) 2.32 (.03) 0.00 
 
Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s HSD:  Significant Differences 
* p ≤ .05; ** p ≤ .001 (re 50s Age Decade Group) 
ǂ p ≤ .05; ǂ ǂ p ≤ .001 (re 60s Age Decade Group) 
# p ≤ .05; ## p ≤ .001 (re 70s Age Decade Group) 
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Table 4.  ANOVA vs. ANCOVA 
 
Composite Variables: ANOVA ANCOVA 
z-Gait (composite of all Temporal, Spatial, and 
Balance variables): 
P < .001** P < .001** 
z-Temporal (composite of all Temporal 
variables): 
P < .05* P < .05* 
z-Spatial (composite of all Spatial variables): P < .001** P < .001** 
z-Balance (composite of all Balance variables): P < .05* P < .05* 
 
Temporal Domain Variables: ANOVA ANCOVA 
Mean Timed Gait P < .001** P < .001** 
Mean Velocity P < .001** P < .001** 
Mean Ambulation Time P < .001** P < .001** 
Mean Step Time L/R P > .05 P > .05 
Mean Cycle Time L/R P > .05 P > .05 
Mean Cadence P > .05 P > .05 
 
Spatial Domain Variables: ANOVA ANCOVA 
Mean Step Length L/R P < .001** P < .001** 
Mean Stride Length L/R P < .001** P < .001** 
Mean Distance P < .05* P < .05* 
Mean Step Count P < .001** P < .001** 
Mean Asymmetry P > .05 P > .05 
 
Balance Domain Variables: ANOVA ANCOVA 
Mean Swing Percentage L/R P < .05* P < .05* 
Mean Stance Percentage L/R P < .05* P < .05* 
Mean Single Support Percentage L/R P < .05* P < .05* 
Mean Double Support Percentage L/R P < .05* P < .05* 
 
*significant at p < .05 
**significant at p < .001  
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Table 5.  Gait Variables (Spatial) by Age Decade Group 
 
Age Decade 
Group 
Mean Step 
Length L/R 
(cm) (SEM) 
Mean Stride 
Length L/R 
(cm) (SEM) 
Mean 
Distance (cm) 
(SEM) 
Mean Step 
Count (SEM) 
z-Spatial  
(all Spatial) 
50s 70.21 (1.43) 140.68 (3.06) 281.76 (4.12) 4.09 (.13) .404 
60s 69.28 (1.07) 139.27 (2.30) 286.74 (2.43) 4.19 (.09) .183 
70s 66.17 (.86) 132.76 (1.96) 292.05 (1.82) 
* 
4.48 (.08) * -.132 * 
80s 60.91 (1.42) 
**ǂǂ# 
122.22 (2.90) 
**ǂǂ# 
295.48 (2.34) 
* 
4.92 (.15) 
**ǂǂ# 
-.580 **ǂ ǂ 
Total: 67.11 (.61) 134.70 (1.32) 288.99 (1.35) 4.38 (.06) 0.00 
 
Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s HSD:  Significant Differences 
* p ≤ .05; ** p ≤ .001 (re 50s Age Decade Group) 
ǂ p ≤ .05; ǂ ǂ p ≤ .001 (re 60s Age Decade Group) 
# p ≤ .05; ## p ≤ .001 (re 70s Age Decade Group) 
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Table 6.  Gait Variables (Balance) by Age Decade Group 
 
Age Decade 
Group 
Mean Swing 
Percentage 
L/R (SEM) 
Mean Stance 
Percentage 
L/R (SEM) 
Mean Single 
Support 
Percentage 
L/R (SEM) 
Mean Double 
Support 
Percentage 
L/R (SEM) 
z-Balance 
(all 
Balance) 
50s 38.25 (.37) 61.76 (.37) 38.25 (.37) 23.96 (.73) .457 
60s 37.74 (.35) 62.28 (.35) 37.74 (.35) 24.95 (.70) .193 
70s 36.77 (.24) * 63.25 (.24) * 36.77 (.25) * 26.87 (.48) * -.307 * 
80s 36.95 (.32) 63.06 (.32) 36.95 (.32) 26.54 (.66) -.214 
Total: 37.36 (.17) 62.65 (.17) 37.37 (.17) 25.70 (.33) 0.00 
 
Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s HSD:  Significant Differences 
* p ≤ .05; ** p ≤ .001 (re 50s Age Decade Group) 
ǂ p ≤ .05; ǂ ǂ p ≤ .001 (re 60s Age Decade Group) 
# p ≤ .05; ## p ≤ .001 (re 70s Age Decade Group) 
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Table 7.  Domains of Gait Scores and Corresponding Correlations with Age 
 
Variables r vs. Age 
Temporal Domain 
Mean Timed Gait .456 *** 
Mean Velocity -.439 ***  
Mean Ambulation Time -.471 *** 
Mean Step Time L/R --- 
Mean Cycle Time L/R --- 
Mean Cadence --- 
Spatial Domain 
Mean Step Length L/R -.423 *** 
Mean Stride Length L/R -.371 *** 
Mean Distance .293 *** 
Mean Step Count .384 *** 
Mean Asymmetry --- 
Balance Domain 
Mean Swing Percentage L/R -.277 *** 
Mean Stance Percentage L/R .277 *** 
Mean Single Support Percentage L/R -.277 *** 
Mean Double Support Percentage L/R .275 *** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*       p < 0.05 
**     p < 0.01 
***   p < 0.001 
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Appendix C:  Figures 
Figure 1.  GAITRite Walkway 
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Figure 2.  Summary of results for Temporal Variables—Timed Gait by Age Decade 
 
 
 
Correlation r = .408 p = .000    
ANOVA F = 8.799 p = .000 
Tukey’s HSD p < .05  
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Figure 3.  Summary of results for Temporal Variables—Velocity by Age Decade 
 
 
 
Correlation r = -.396 p = .000 
ANOVA F = 8.539 p = .000 
Tukey’s HSD p < .05  
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Figure 4.  Summary of results for Temporal Variables—Ambulation Time by Age Decade 
 
 
 
Correlation r = .432 p = .000 
ANOVA F = 10.301 p = .000 
Tukey’s HSD p < .05  
 50s & 70s 
 50s & 80s 
 60s & 80s 
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Figure 5.  Summary of results for Spatial Variables—Step Length by Age Decade  
 
 
 
Correlation r = -.399 p = .000 
ANOVA F = 9.473 p = .000 
Tukey’s HSD p < .05  
 50s & 80s 
 60s & 80s 
 70s & 80s 
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Figure 6.  Summary of results for Spatial Variables—Stride Length by Age Decade 
 
 
 
Correlation r = -.371 p = .000 
ANOVA F = 8.095 p = .000 
Tukey’s HSD p < .05  
 50s & 80s 
 60s & 80s 
 70s & 80s 
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Figure 7.  Summary of results for Spatial Variables—Distance by Age Decade 
 
 
 
Correlation r = .293 p = .001 
ANOVA F = 4.108 p = .008 
Tukey’s HSD p < .05  
 50s & 70s 
 50s & 80s 
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Figure 8.  Summary of results for Spatial Variables—Step Count by Age Decade 
 
 
 
Correlation r = .384 p = .000 
ANOVA F = 8.333 p = .000 
Tukey’s HSD p < .05  
 50s & 70s 
 50s & 80s 
 60s & 80s 
 70s & 80s 
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Figure 9.  Summary of results for Balance Variables—Swing Percentage L/R by Age Decade 
 
 
 
Correlation r = -.277 p = .001 
ANOVA F = 4.508 p = .005 
Tukey’s HSD p < .05  
 50s & 70s 
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Figure 10.  Summary of results for Balance Variables—Stance Percentage L/R by Age Decade 
 
 
 
Correlation r = .277  p = .001 
ANOVA F = 4.507 p = .005 
Tukey’s HSD p < .05  
 50s & 70s 
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Figure 11.  Summary of results for Balance Variables—Single Support Percentage L/R by Age 
Decade 
 
 
 
Correlation r = -.277 p = .001 
ANOVA F = 4.516 p = .005 
Tukey’s HSD p < .05  
 50s & 70s 
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Figure 12.  Summary of results for Balance Variables—Double Support Percentage L/R by Age 
Decade 
 
 
 
Correlation r = .275 p = .001 
ANOVA F = 4.415 p = .005 
Tukey’s HSD p < .05  
 50s & 70s 
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Figure 13.  Scatter Plot for Temporal Variables—Mean Timed Gait by Age Exact 
 
 
Correlation r = .456  p = .000  
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Figure 14.  Scatter Plot for Temporal Variables—Mean Ambulation Time by Age Exact 
 
 
Correlation r = .471  p = .000 
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Figure 15.  Scatter Plot for Temporal Variables—Mean Velocity by Age Exact 
 
 
Correlation r = -.439 p = .000 
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Figure 16.  Scatter Plot for Spatial Variables—Mean Distance by Age Exact 
 
 
Correlation r = .293  p = .001 
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Figure 17.  Scatter Plot for Spatial Variables—Mean Step Count by Age Exact 
 
 
Correlation r = .384  p = .000 
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Figure 18.  Scatter Plot for Spatial Variables—Mean Step Length L/R by Age Exact 
 
 
Correlation r = -.423 p = .000 
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Figure 19.  Scatter Plot for Spatial Variables—Mean Stride Length L/R by Age Exact 
 
 
Correlation r = -.371 p = .000 
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Figure 20.  Scatter Plot for Balance Variables—Mean Stance Percentage L/R by Age Exact 
 
 
Correlation r = .277   p = .001 
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Figure 21.  Scatter Plot for Balance Variables—Mean Double Support Percentage L/R by Age 
Exact 
 
 
Correlation r = .275  p = .001 
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Figure 22.  Scatter Plot for Balance Variables—Mean Swing Percentage L/R by Age Exact 
 
 
Correlation r = -.277 p = .001   
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Figure 23.  Scatter Plot for Balance Variables—Mean Single Support Percentage L/R by Age 
Exact 
 
 
Correlation r = -.277 p = .001 
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Figure 24.  Gait and Verbal Recall performance in cognitively normal cases (N = 134) with 
High (> 12 years) and Low Education (≤ 12 years) levels controlling for age and gender (*p < 
.05) 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  The z-Score summary measures were: 
 Gait, comprised of the mean z-scores of all 15 temporal, spatial, and balance scores (i.e., 
z-Gait) 
 Recall, comprised of the mean z-scores of immediate and delayed recall scores of the 
NYU Guild Memory Test 
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